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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 2, 1913.
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ACCIDENT

NO. 172

,

of boys returning
from Monmouth,
Maine. The boys homes were in New
York. Philadelphia and various pari a
of the south.
Seven bodies were tuk- en from this car.
j
All the passengers were in their
berths and in their night clothes mak-- I
ing identification of the dead difficult,
j
The dead and injured were brought
to morgues and hospitals in tins ciiy.

TO

INQUIRY

WHITE SLAVER'S LAWYERS HEAR

B

MADE BY THE

TRIAL IS AGAIN

CONSUL

FIFTEEN KILLED
(N WRECH ON
ENGLISH ROAD

I

INVESTIGATION

ED

Kirby Stephen, County of Westmore- Eng., Sept. 2. Fifteen persons
are believed to have been killed and
thirty persons injured in a collision of
two sections of the famous
express early today. Official
reports accounted for nine known
on the
dead, while correspondents
spot recorded the fatalities as fifteen.
The wreck occurred on the Midland
railway near Hawes Junction, the two
HpnfinnH heincr smith bound for Lon
don. The second section dashed into
the rear of the first, telescoping
coaches which burst into flames.
many persons were uappeu aim u jiui
killed outright they were burned to
death. At least thirty passengers
were taken from the wreckage suffering injuries or burns and as many as
ten of these may die.
Fourteen incinerated bodies were re
covered from the wreck in the Scot
tish train, a large proportion of them
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REPORT bles.
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HEARS
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HUTCHINSON
"New England believes in a protecFOR AND AGAINST
ARGUMENTS
tive tariff," declared Senator Gallin- WARRINGTON
AND MISS NORRIS
ger, "and no man who supports the
MAKING
RECOMMENDAND
THAW'S RELEASE ON WRIT OF
ATION,
bill now under consideration or de
BOTH TESTIFY BEFORE THE COURT
QUIS
AND
VARIED fends men like Kttor, Haywood
HABEAS
TIONS ON MANY
and
CORPUS, BUT RESERVES
others of their ilk, represents in any
SUBJECTS.
DECISION UNTIL LATER.
way her views."
He assailed the Democratic bill as a
whole.
CROWDED COURT ROOM
EX PRESIDENT TAFT MAKES
Senator Mollis replied that his pres- ATTORNEY-GENERA- L
OF

TORREON.-LI-

REMAINS AT VERA

PROSECUTION IS ABOUT

THAW DECISION

plied today to the recent speech by
his Democratic colleague, Senator Mollis, who declared New England was
not discriminated against in the tariff
bill and hotly assailed the textile
manufacturers for recent labor trou-
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UNLESS LAND IS RETURNED

HEARS

THE TESTIMONY

in

ADDRESS THIS EVENING people

the senate was proof that the

of New Hampshire had reject-

CANADA

ed protection.

TAKES

A HAND

Senator Thompson, Democrat, deSan Francisco. Cal., Sept. 2. Juror
Washington, D. C, Sept. 2. Consul
.Montreal, Quebec, Sept. 2. This was clared he proposed to support the bill
Sherbrooke, Que., Sept. 2. Harry
teen persons lost their lives and 40
at Monterey was ordered today (Adams, crippled by two broken toes, line business day of the annual meet-era- l in every particular and that his
K. Thaw came face to face with a new
injured When the White Mountain exwith other Democrats on force in the
(Q make a 8earehing inquiry into the hobbled into court on crutches today Mug of the American Har Association.
province of Quebec topress, bound for New York, crashed
free sugar had been as to the time the
day. Sir Lomer Gouin attorney genreported execution of six Americans; prepared to go on Willi the trial of imports were received from twenty
into the rear end of the second
schedule should become effective. Ha eral and
premier, Intervened in the
at Torreon on order of Federal Gen- - p. Drew Caminetti, harged with viola-- three committee and most of the day
tion of the Bar Harbor limited, bearreferred to t lie charge that President case through Aime Geoffrion, his speis
The
state
summer
from
Maine
Bravo.
act.
of
Mann
tion
white
slave
the
eral
department
was devoted to discussing them. The Wilson was influencing senators
ing sojourners
In cial
and demanded
representative,
resorts.
of levelling w as set aside to hear nn
without official knowledge of the AmAs forecast by the
favor of the bill by federal patronage. that steps be taken at once to bring
A revised death roll this afternoon
"No patronage has ever been with- about Thaw's release from the
e
who were said to be serving counsel yesterday. Judge Van Fleet 'dress by
Taft on "F.lec- van as follows:
held or given by the president becaure
two weeks, the
As postponed until next Wednesday iro-- tlon and Tenure of
for
where
in the constitutionalists
ranks.
jail
Judges
Altschul, William, lii years old, Norof the position of any congressman on American has defied deportation.
,lle Investigators must proceed to Tor- noullcillK BMiteiice on Maury I. Diggs.
met ana
Tll(, ,jaw bureau section
folk, Va.
ft nrnhii hi v will
Premier Gouin, through his repre
t'onn hv a iinmrihilf
question," Baid he.
- any public
Govon four conn' of violating beard an address by its director,
Avery, Harold, New York.
Senator
Root
a convicted
before
make
urged the Democratic sentative, branded Thaw's detention
several
they
days
E. Baldwin of ConnecThe victims were laid out in a gliast-!0Simeon
icraor
to
Butler, Frank B.,
a
and
maximum
Mann
act
liable
the
senators to use. moderation in fixing an a "scandal to the dominion" urged
Micut; and the section of legal educa
Scranton Bolt company, Scranton, Pa. !y row on the desolate Aisgilmoor, report.
Secretary Bryan was m com.nunica-cases- , pealty of 20 years in prison and $20, tion heard the annual address of its Income tax rates when they caucused sarcastically that the Sherbrooke jail
in many
which,
identification,
awaiting
S.
Elkins
Fox,
Park,
Crozier, broker,
was no "public boarding house" and
on the subject tonight.
tton witn President Wilson
at the "00 fine.
will be difficult.
chairman. Walter George Smith, of
Pa.- described Thaw as one who had boast'summer White House today over the
to
Norris
1Ola
With
testify
expected
Philadelphia,
in
Columbia
Green, Albert, student
ed that he laughed at outwitting the
Mexican situation, but described it as
KIRBY IS FRANK ABOUT
Assooia-eunabatBar
of
in
case
continued
the
the
At
interest
session
the
WOMEN CAUSE MUCH
Vniversity, New York.
unchanged, and said no development
STATING HIS VIEWS. authorities.
and again .long lines formed in the Hon, the committee on commercial
Mr. Geoffrion and Samuel Jacobs,
TROUBLE IN STRIKE, required the presence of the president
Hotchkis, R. A., son of Leonard
to Ihiw recommended an endorsement of
doors
the
for
corridor
waiting
state of New York,
A mesIn Washington at this time.
ilotchkiss, broker, New Haven.
2. John representing the
D.
bill
of
bill
and
reform
Su,it.
the
Washington,
Pomerene
C,
open.
both appeared before Superior Judge
Calumet, Mich., Sept. 2. The milit- - jsage received from John Lind at Vera
Hotchkiss, Philo, 15 years old, New
Marsha War-- j interstate and foreign commerce, and Kirby, Jr., once president of the Nacalled
The
government
Hutchinson and pressed for an immeHaven.
ancy of women strike sympathizers Cruz made no reference to his plans,
on
examination. Thelopposed any attempt, to repeal the un- tional Association of Manufacturers, diate
workmen as Mr. Bryan said. It was said in official rlngton moments of her
who attack nonunion
hearing on the writ of habeas
lmar, Harry, Japanese, New York.
act.
told
senate
committhe
testimony
jtional bankruptcy
bluntly
closing
lobby
corpus obtained last week. The court
Martin, H. P., civil engineer, Bryn they are leaving or returning home has circles, however, that Mr. Lind was were .perhaps, lie most painful she
The committee on jurisprudence and tee today that he had worked to de conceded
their point and arguments
become one of the most serious phases planning to return to the United States
Mawr, Pa.
law reform disapproved a resolution feat congressmen whose views he dis- were in
has endured in the
progress at noon.
o,' the copper mine strike situation. soon unless some move by the Huerta trial.
to
of
White, Miss Agnes, Boston.
condemn
on
association
the
the
questions
Relentlessly
calling
approved, worked to elect others, and
If the writ is sustained, Thaw will
"third
Jayn, Robert M cigar makar. Phila- The mounted patrol is to be increased government changed his plans.
the prosecution took her hack to the the use of the
expected to continue to take the same
in the bands of the immiYAQUIS MAKE DEMANDS.
(his week in the most troublesome
The strt of active interest in the future. probably be
in Diggs' suito of offices where 'gree" in criminal prosecutions.
delphia.
authorities by night, possibly
l
2. The
gration
Arizona.
Sept.
escorts
soldiers
of
Nogales,
locations
and
mine
no
its
Iconimittee
was
last
also
Mary Jane,
her ruin
mime,
opposition
encompassed.
reported
"I think it my duty as a citizen," on hiB way to the border.
Indians have alarmed their allies,
and deputies are provided for men
Hartford.
What effect, if any," asked Theo-- to abolish life tenure of federal judges said Kirby.
of
To the great
accorddisappointment
the
Sonora
constitutionalists,
menaced
land
the
strike
"did
belief
that
One unidentified man.
the ehampaigne you
presdore Roche,
by
pickets.
declared its
New York,
the
those representing
who arrivto
American
ing
refugees
fedon
had drunk, have
ent method of selecting judges by
Four unidentified women, one of
you?"
court reserved decision at the conclu
ed today, by demanding that the InsurThere was absolute silence while Ural appointment was the best one.
them 25 years old, bracelet, tan shoes,
sion of the arguments.
return to them forthNEBRASKA
MAN
IS
LOST
government
gent
report favoring the establishment
made by Snyder and Kidd, Washing- HARD COAL TRUST IS with all the lands that were taken the girl hesitated, her eyes lowered.
It is a matter of such grave Import
was leaning forward to catch of reference and bill drafting depart- ton, I). C, size G. Another weighing
ance,'.' he said, "that I could not care
These Diggs
from them by Porfirio Diaz.
nnher least whisper.
intents in connection with slate and
1I15
to decide this matter until I have giv- IN KANSAS CITY
pounds, diamond cluster ring,
lands, seized from the Yaquis during
SUED BY U. S.
Judpe Van Fleet took pity on theitional legislatures was received from
ien It careful consideration.
emerald ring inscribed, "P. B. Rand,
Possibly
the many campaigns of extermination
ingirl's embarrassment. "Yon need not the special committee apointed to
190S."
tomorrow I shall announce my deciwaged against them, have since been answer the euestion unless you wish,"
this
subject
vestigat.e
On the body of a young woman who
counsel."
I
sion.
shall notify all
apportion: I am.ug influential Mexi
DISAPPEARANCE
on uniform state MYSTERY SURROUNDS
The committee
Over the violent objection of Harry
had a handbag with the initials, "M. ATTORNEY GENERAL M'REYNOLDS BRINGS cans or sold to Americana and other he informed her. ,
to go laws submitted a
was
She
"marriage
readj-however,
OF
GRAND
ISLAND
FIRE
DEPUTY
counsel Judge Hutchinson of
M. H," or "M. II. M.," was jewelry
foreigners.
COMSUIT TO DISSOLVE READING
evasion act," which, in substance,
with the ordeal to the end.
conn rouay oraerea
tne
worth at least $10,000. She had
superior
The demand of tl." uquis. it wtni through
MISSIONER.--BELIEVED
WOMAN
TO
A
"I guess." she said fantly, "I was seeks to prevent persons from evadhabeas
the
PANY'S CONTROL OF ANTHRACITE COAL asserted, came in the form of an ul
corpus
proceedings
been dressing when the crasii
intoxicated.
the marriage laws of their own
ing
on.
BE RESPONSIBLE FOR HIS DROPPING brought by New York state go
timatum:
came. In a chamois bag was a string
AND
COAL
MINING
CARRYING
married in other
the
was
states
the
witness
When
excused,
getting
by
Aime Geoffrion who arrived this morn.F 1AA nA'irla wtlh tlireo ritflmnml.
tti
"Return our lands or fight."
, OUT, OF SIGHT.
prosecution began'! strengthen Its; states.
ing to represent the prime minister
the clasp. .She had also an onal and
Peaceful at Mexlcali.
A special report by a committee
minor evidence.
and attorney general, then announced
diamond
San Diego, Cal., Sept. 2. Conditions
pin and an opal brooch.
Lola Norris, the chief witness appointed at the last meeting declared
Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 2. Men in that the attorney general had interin Mexicali and vicinity are peaceful,
The wreck occurred on the New Haher that public opinion was growing in
against the defendant, succeeded
vened and "this matter must be decidPhiladelphia, Pa., Sept. 2. Attora
..
p
tn Titmpl fimnpy 'lerp nn.i...n.. WHO
i.
nnm.
- boats searched
i
innrn
ven railroad Just outside the city limthe river along the ed at once."
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v.wiiiU
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illtico of the northern district of lower v,i,i;,tinn tw vnlne aaa miriihla to inmisottnn fnr industrial accidents and Kansas City wharf and detectives
its shortly before 7 o'clock this morn"If he is not liberated on the writ,"
mosi iiupoiiuni auacii on me uai u California who sailed last nignt tor the jury, but not to those in the
ing.
combed the rough quarter of the city Mr. Geoffrion said, "others means will reatjtheir prevention. on
Failure to see a block signal, veiled coal trust," was begun here today with Knsenada. Colonel Francisco
The committee
of the court room, as Judge Van Fleet
patent .trademark along the river front today trying to be taken. Thaw must not be harbored
in a thick fog is given as the cause of
and copyright Jaw strongly urged the
hsf 400 Mexican federal troops in sarcastically noted.
filing of a civil suit for the diss., ""
explain the strange disappearance of In a Canadian jail."
Mexlcali with a division of machine
the accident by Knglneer-A- . B. Miller,
Miss Norris," he admonished her. creation of a single court of last reThaw's face fell and his lawyers deof
the
lutiou
Paul H. Thompson, fire commissioner
Reading company's
who says that as soon as he realized
I notice sort in patent cases so as to obtain un
"raise your voice please.
that the writ was irregular,
claring
of
Nebraska, whose bloody coat, and
Governor Gomez has just returned that several of the ladies In the rear ity and harmony in the laws.
the danger he tried to stop the train. trol of coal mining and coal carrying
pleaded for adjournment until Friday.
were
found
the
Mexlcali.
hat
under
of
The brakes would not hold on the wet railroadsthe most potential combi-lfl'othe
municipal
chairman
W.
of the room have to iMft their hands
iShelton,
Thomas
"We must go on, said the court.
Reaches Border.
track and the train, running down nation in the anthracite fields. The!
to catch all you say. They might miss committee on judicial procedure, said wharf yesterday. Last night produced
"I represent the attorney general,"
two
2
in
its
that
J.
his report,
way through
G, George, something."
grade ploughed
no clew to Thompson's whereabouts.
Douglas. Ariz., Sept.
said Mr. Geoffrion, "and it is of para
reof
wooden Pullman cars, splintered them Reading company with its subsidiary ,an AuleHcan of Esperanza,
interstate
Miss Norris testified that she had Taft's dream
judicial
Sonora,
A department, store clerk mentioned mount importance that Justice in this
to kindling and killed or wounded and allied corporations, including thejwno was believed to be the prisoner met Camlnetti first while working in lations on a basis as scientific and per..do nirtva au'iftlv Our ifllls are not
in Central Railroad of New Jersey and of the Mexican federals, arrived here the library at the state capitol. where manent as Interstate commerce rela- - by Thompson In a note to his W1 "'nnlilic linnrdinir houses. It Is the at- most of the sleeping passengers
told
in
consumof
found
a
in
the
the coat,
fair way
their berths. The accident recalled nertnli, nf their nffWra nnrl .lirrctnrR. i'""1
police today tornpy general's desire that this
ui she was employed . Camlnetti, as a tions, seemed
uvBiinuu
in the state board
the recent wreck on the New Haven are
of control, mation."
fifteen days, during part of which he
that he had known Thompson well
tHr Be settled immediately
by the
the
federal
governcharged
by
secNo necessary legislation Had been
at Stamford, Conn., when a second
was without food.
George said that worked In the same building. CamlDeration of Mr. Thaw. The prison
ha(, bepn & fl..pm of ng a( h)g h()me ,
the.
with
ment
both
Sherman
tele-violating
tion train failed to take its brakes and
l
traduced in both houses of congress,
had called her up on the
jhcavy rains nad demoralized all
of the province cannot be used to
t
overran a block, dealing death to
law and the commodities nortation facilities and that both the phone and asked her to arrange for! for a model federal system on the Grand Island, Nebraska. He said he shield a man from the federal law."
Sunnot
him
seen
since
midnight,
passengers of the first section.
Samuel Jacobs, appearing directly
clause of the interstate commerce act,!feaerala HIlli constitutionalists, found it ibis friend Diggs an introduction to law side of the inferior federal courts, had
aHn.,,lt tr. nnnrnfn'",
Marsha Warrington, to whom he al to be prepared and promulgated ny nay, wneu ue leu nun uu ui
Only part of the dead have been in
for Boudreau and indirectly for Jeto
an
pro-- i
the
;
attempt
monopolize
latter spending the evening, "showing rome, denounced the case as a scanIdentified. The bodies of most of the
The federals at Guaymas are
ready had been introduced. Miss Nor- the United States supreme court.
and transportation of
victims were mangled.
Viscount Haldane, lord high chancel- - him the sights."
dal to the dominion and said It was
anthra.je(i to nave received heavy reinforce ris did as she was asked.
The police leaned to the theory that incumbent on the court to "restore the
A party of boy campers, sixty-fivlor of Great Britain, who addressed
ments. The Huerta forces also held
cite.
r
in number, returning from Monmouth,
the association yesterday, left today Thompson was neither a murder
county of St. Francis to its nominal
This combination, controlling at tt:e'Sa" Blas- which is beinS hesieged by GIRL ARRESTED
nor a suicide, but had been
New York, there to board the
Maine, were in a Pullman car which
'the constitutionalists,
state."
.
..
cent
time
of
the
63
present
per
entire;
was overturned. Two of these boys.
and sail for Llvernool tomnr- - ged and robbed by some persons who
Held tor nansom.
"The appearance of a representative
AT ST. LOUIS
Irow. With the party went Chief Jus- - threw the victim's hat and coat under for
Wm. Altschul, of Norfolk, Va., and A- unmiued deposits of anthracite, ar. li yr paso, Tex., Sept. 2. A. W. Mc- the attorney general is a thunderlbert Green of New York, were killed. marketlng about 30 per cent of the an jCormick, superintendent of the PaloWhite of the United States su the wharf. Thompson, they believed, bolt to us," said Mr. McKeown.
ririlljtlce
would be found somewhere in the
A party of young girl campers, pu nual supply, will own or control inimas Land & Cattle company in uorth- preme court.
We did not know of his presence
river front territory.
st Lnuia Atn Sent 2 A voting'
pils of the Sidwell Friends school, time, if not dissolved, the attorney em Chihuahua, is a nrisoner of Max-unt this mornjng. We should like
There was evidence, they said, that Ume tQ conguU the Iaw as to his right
from general warns, "every ton of comraor- - limo Castillo's band of Mexican
Washington, D. C, returning
dressed as a man who said ACnAni AMr
Bellegrade lakes, Maine, were in oth- cially available anthracite
Thompson had returned to his hotel tQ upt,eaI.
known to boters, and Is being held for a
was Gertrude Roche, of Omaha.
room during yesterday afternoon. In- er cars of the Bar Harbor express. exist."
isom of $10,000.
, Bent for ,,,,.. saitl the conrtf curt.
He is a resident of was arrested here today while she
ADDS TWO TO
These girls were not reported as inSan
u,uuu
and
is
kuiu,i-...AcAntonio.
this
the
lv.
Omaha.
a
to
was
Texas,
It is pointed out that in almost in
.,Tne ,sses here are plain. First,
waiting for train
ITC
Llw I had been placed under tne wnart at id this man illegally detained? Secjured.
every other industry it is at least pos !second tin,e nfi has l)pel1 neld ror ran' cording to her story, the girl who is
'about 9 o'clock yesterday morning,
The dead were all taken to
D""ing the Orozco revolution 17 years old, was formerly employed
ond, does Boudreau have a right to
sibly for a monopoly to be broken byi80"1The injured received first aid the influx of fresh
Christ Thompson, a Grand lsiann petition for the writ of habeas cor- for nia in St. Joseph's hospital, Omaha. While
Lieut en- Rhelins, France, Sept.
attracted by he was f0Tced to nay
capital
,
from physicians on the two trains,
th thHge questions are points
Yesterday a Mexican cross- there she became acquainted with a !ant Paul LeFranc. of the French naval live stock dealer, arrived today and
high profits, but against a monopoly !!ibertlater being removed to hospitals.
in
ooruer hi na-- young woman who became a nun and flying corps, and his passenger. Mine, jtook charge of the search for his son. j0 aw pUrey. alld I see no reason for
iuh
imenuiuuiiai
which
is
the
of
hard
of
coal,
supply
to
....., jne an adjournment."
N. M., said that MeConnick was is now stationed at Lafavette. Ind. LeFevre. wife of a French artillery With him was W. S. Ridgell, fire com-, The number of dead, according
there can be no such protec- chlta,a
Cornor Mix is seventeen. The injured limited,
Mr McKeown tried to open prelim- ,held
prisoner again and today an El Miss Roche said she went to Lafayette ilieutenant, were fatally injured in an missioner of Nebraska, under whom
nn '
'Paso bank received a request from to ask her friend to aid her in joining aeroplane accident near here late last young Thompson served as deputy )llary anrUments again, but the court
number about fifty. All the dead and
Todays suit is he second step of McCormlPk tnrougU a frlend- to for. the
btatements concern- - djre(.te(j that he desist and arguments
Injured were in the three rear sleeping
commissioner,
sisterhood, but when she arrived night.
cars of the Bar Harbor train. No one inv uejmi iiiieuL oi jusuce iu auivc nit? ward $10 000
no place for her in the
Lieutenant LeFranc was preparing ing alleged affairs between Thompson t0 sustain the writ were begun by Mr.
found
there
was seriously Injured on the White nara coai irust situation since uie
a woman in Grand Island, Omaha, JacoD8
The money was sent, to Hachita. CCnvVit, She said she was robbed of to alight near the village of Bouy,
decision of the supreme court last
Mountain express.
whfire it 8 to bc taken to the;$io which she had, and sought to r
a short flight, when his machine and Lincoln made by Ridgell and the
Tnaw 8at on a lounge, nervously
Both trains were heavily laden with cenioer cancelling me socaneu o per!can,p of Castillo to procure the Am-- turn to Omaha on freight cars.
She, capsized and fell with a crash. The elder Thompson, were considered uy Angering his hat and taking notes.
dissocent
contracts
the
and
erican's release.
ordering
returning excursionists from fashion-There was such a crush outside that
police as strentnening tneir
said she found the men's clothing fuel tank was broken and its
able resorts in Maine and the White lution of the Temple Iron company
that Thompson is not dead, but has men's coats were torn, hats were
Lind Goes Sightseeing.
she was arrested in, in a box ,tents caught fire. The flames attrac-rmountains. They were running be'
smashed
and collars twisted. In the
Vera Cruz. Mex., Sept. 2. John car which she entered.
jted villagers, who found the two avia- - disappeared intentionally.
hind time through a heavy fog.
tors unconscious in the wreckage and
Thompson is 22 years old. Accord- court house yard a loud mouthed ora;Lind. personal representative in Mexl- ' The Bar
BACHELOR
IOWA
Harbor limited had stopped
ico. of President Wilson, left today in nCEIflEKir'U Bit I
suffering from serious bums.
They ing to Ridgell he was arrested with a tor was harrangulng the crowd and at
In the block, but the last car of the
in Lincoln two weeks ago and Intervals there were roars of "three
'were taken to a hospital, but their
ROBBED OF
(S
company with Rear Admiral F. Fletch- long train was just on the edge of the
released after stating that the woman cheers for Thaw."
dttlon is hopeless
TO
REPORTED
' conimanuer of the second division
IN
CASH
4AU.WWW
block limits. The signals had cleared
was his wife. The woman. Miss Ella
At times the noise grew so loud
,he lTnited states Atlantic fleet, on
HOUSE TODAV
and the limited had gotten under
a trip into the tropical agricultural
Gratzy, of Grand Island, told Lincoln that it was difficult to hear counsel
AVIATOR TURNS
officials at that time, according
slight headway when the White Mounto'speak.
Waverly ,1a., Sept. 2. Bloodhounds belt of Mexico. They expect to return
.
tain express came along. The engin- were used today In an effort to solve jhere tomorrow,
Ridgell. that she and Thompson had
D. C Sept. 2. Elimi-- :
SOMERSAULT
Washington,
eer of the latter was unable to stop the theft of $44,000 in cash and securi-- !
Diaz Will Be on Hand.
eloped and been married three months nation of the commerce court, an ap-- i
IN
'
CONGRESS
IN AEROPLANE
his locomotive and went completely ties tnken from the bed room of Henry
!ago. The same woman has communi- THE DAV
London. Sept.
lenernl Felix propriation of $100,000 for relief of!
'cated with the local police and asked
through three sleepers on the Bar Woodford, a bachelor and one of the Diaz proposes to arrive in Mexico be- - American refugees in MJexico
and
Harbor train and- knock"''
Senate.
wealthiest men in this section, early fore October 26, for which date the $300,000 to start the interstate com
Versailles. France. SeDt. 2. The to be kept informed concerning clews
Tariff bill consideration resumed.
sleeper over the embankment.
Mr. Thompson's whereabouts.
Sunday morning.
election for the presidency has been merce commission's nhvsical valua- - thrilline maneuver of turning a som-tThe shock of the collision was so
Senator Thompson spoke on sugar
The authorities were not notified of fixed. He leaves England tomorrow tion of railroads feature the general ersault in the air with an aeroplane
"Word of Thompson's trouble came
terrific that the linen and bed cloth- the theft until late yesterday. Bonds for the continent, where
the members deficiency appropriation bill reported flying at rapid speed was repeated to-- to me after the Lincoln arrest and I schedule and announced he would
s
was
ing from the berths in the sleepers to the amount of $18,000 were found of his
support the bill in every particular.
separate until Instructions to the house today by the appropria-idaby the French aviator Pegoud over asked the young man If he
was swept out of the broken windows just inside the window of Woodford's arrive party
John Kirby, Jr., former president of
from Mexico to call them tothe aerodrome at Due. near here, with ried," Mr. Ridgell said today.
committea
and carried to the telegraph wires and home, but no cash was discovered.
the National Association of Manufac
"He denied that he was."
The bill carries a total of $4,7S4,".'!9. perfect success. Pegoud had promised
gether again.
poles nearby, where it still hung when
Woodford declined to discuss the
The elder Thompson said if his son turers .testified before lobby commitThe various executive departments that his performance at Juvis yester-the wrecking trains arrived.
tee that he had worked to defeat conmatter, but the matter was given to S. P. GENERAL COUNSEL
obIipH 49.923.407. Dehate on the bill dav was not the reRnlt of an accident was married he knew nothing of it.
The White Mountain express was the police by his housekeeper.
The department store clerk, the only gressmen whose views he disapproved.
REPORTED VERY ILL, will occudv most of this week in the but was the proof of proper control
House.
scarcely scratched by the collision. It
The $26,000 in cash .which is still
and also of the stability of the aero- - friend Thompson is known to have
house.
miss-witHetch
proceeded on Jts way after a few missing, the housekeeper told the potetchy bill debate resumed.
Vt.. Sept.
Maxwell C.
The commerce court would go out plane. He carried out the daring feat nai here, today said he and the
Windsor,
hours delay, arriving at the station lice, was in currency of large denom- Evarta,
Banking. committee began consideraapparent ease again today in the ing man had "seen the sights"
general counsel for the South ' of existence within sixty days after
here at 9:40 and proceeding at once to inations. She said it had been the ern Pacific
or officers of the French gether and that Thompson, when he tion of currency bill with a view to rewho came back passage of the bill and its work would
railway,
New York.
habit of Woodford, who is known here to his home here a few days ago criti- - be transferred to the district courts, army flying corps, about 100 military left him Sunday midnight, announced porting it Monday.
The overturned sleeper was almost as eccentric to keep large sums of
Oenera.l deficiency bill completed by
to St. Louis
jcally ill with intestinal trouble, was and its judges would automatically re- - and civilian aviators and a large as ' his intention of going
house appropriations committee.
entirely occupied y a camping party I money in his house,
Monday morning.
sume their places on circuits.
reported worse today.
semblage of the general public.
New Haven, Conn., Sept. 2
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The Perfect Baby
WILSON'S MACHINE
Of The Future
ACTIVE
A Simple Method That Hat a Wonderful

True Rocky Ford
Cantaloupes

Frli-m- l

It

murti run not be Kali! for a wonderful
tauiiliur to muny women as Mother's
more eloquent In Its action than all

IT

AND

fnr the pnitlnne
tho health mlo pwr TaM down
a
It Iw an external
f cxirwmnt
inrtliim.
U uio
ujMm
tiittt hprwulH Its iiirtumu-Iltruineiits uiiil ti'iiclmm tliat naiitniK.
grace'iilly
ture lulin into play; tlwy expand flius
leavp
wlihont twin, without KtraLn, and tic!
nation of
ir.it.. .M.Pf.fn'A mid In lovfiil tin
the jrreatest of nil womimly ambition.
whkiwi
M"tlier rnemi mum iiiwinrc
influence upon the
r dlrerllv a most ImiMtrtHiit
diameter ant dUiMisitlou of the future jtvnera
iimi.
It in a eoiu'iHiPii tact tiihi, Willi nnu
nain. nervousness anil tlrem! ImniMheii. thorp 1h
hcnltliy energy
Mml up uc'h an abundamw of
Jhe biishext ltl.ala of
ax to bring Into
tbm
who fondly tliwirizi- - on the rules Uiat
Insure the eomhig of the perfect lialiy.
Motln-rFriend can be hud nt any drtnfirist
one
at SI.iiO a tiottle, mid It In unquestionably
of those remedies that always has a place among
the cherished few In the mrillclne cabinet.
Mother's Friend Is prepared by the Hraddeld
IteKilhitor Co.. 139 Lauunr Itldtr., Atlanta, Ha.,
after he formula of a noted family doctor.
to
Write them for a very Instructive lsok will
mothers. See thill your Urutgisl
aappU' jou with Mother's r'rlend.

PHOITB 40.

Cm

INSTITUTE

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
Located In the beautiful Pecoi
Valley, 8, 700 feetabove sea level,
lunshine every day. Ooea air
work throughout tbe entire
Condi ens for physical
and mental development are
IDEA L such as cannot be found
elsewhere In America. Fourteen officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard East
Ten buildings,
era colleges.
modern In every respect.

1

Bereuls

E. A. CAHOON. President.
E. RHEA,

II

j.
j.

,

C0L.JAS.W.WILLSON,Sopt.

CAPITAL COAL YARD
goal tusit&ia Wood
PHONE 85 MAIN.

FACTORY WOOD

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERRILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL

WILSON

Itched and Hurt So Could Not Rest
Day or Night.
Nearly Tortured
to Death. Cuticura Soao and
Cuticura Ointment Cured,

UNDERSTAND

DANIELS

MAKES

(By Gilson Gardner.)
Washington, D. C, Sept. 2. A
eighty horsepower. s
cylinder political machine with V.
Wilson at the wheel and O. Underwood on the rumble is conveying the
two bills, tariff and currency, to their
certain destination, which is their
passage some time this fall. The caucus muffler prevents any unseemly
snorts. As long as the roads are
smooth and the population satisfied
and the speed limits are observed the
machine will proceed without interruption. However

"Our little boy
Hollene, New Mexico.
first broke out in llttlo yellow blisters about
tho size of pin heads and they Itched and
hurt so badly ho could not
rest day nor night. In a few
days they were running sores
and kept spreadinK until they
were as largo as a dollar. He
had them all over his body
and was nearly tortured to
death, as they hurt him so
badly lie could hardly sleep,
llo would scratch and causo
I-- cat sores all over his face and logs.
"We tried sevoral highly recommended
mouies but they didn't seem to help him
ti Mt. Nothing seemed to do any good until
we got Cuticura Soap and Ointment. Wo
ii.uln't used the Cuticura Soap and Oint-r.i.'but a short time before he was com-V- h
(Signed)
tely cured without a scar."
!'. J. II. Northeutt; Nov. 22, 1912.
N ot only are Cuticura Soap and Ointment
most valuable in the treatment of eczemas
anil other distressing eruptions of akin and
tK.alp, but they are also most effective in
the treatment of pimples, blackheads, rod,
rough skins, itching, scaly scalps, dandruff,
dry, thin and falling hair, chapped hands
and shapeless nails. A single cake of Cuticura Soap (25c.) and box of Cuticura Ointment (50c.) are often sufficient when all
else has failed. Sold by druggists and dealers
everywhere. Liberal sample of each mailed

r

The secretary of the isthmian canal
commission in Washington has cabled
1
Panama the text of Senator Poin-- j
dexter's resolution which passed the
senate August 23, calling on the com-- I
mission for information as. to the
,
amount, character and value of con-struction machinery, equipment and
materials which will be available on
the completion of the canal for trans- GAY DOINGS IN
fer to Alaska for use in building Uncle free, with 32-- Skin Book. Address postCLOSING DAYS
ham's railroadB, docks, and opening card "Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
AT CLOUDCROFT up coal mines. The commission here
9"Men who shave and shampoo with Cuhas communicated with the senator ticura Soap will find it best for skin and scalp.
how soon this information is
Cloudcroft, X. M., fcept. 2. V. M. asking
The senator has advised the
required.
Johnston, chief clerk to H. J. Sim- commission to take enough time to, DOG MAKES TROUBLE
Bl
Paso
of
the
FOR ENGAGED PAIR
mons, general manager
furnish the information accurately
& Southwestern
system, who has di- and completely.
rect charge of the affairs relating to
Philadelphia, Sept 2. With her
Boston terrier "Toodles,"
Cloudcroft arrived in Cloudcroft on
"The public domain is a national
the second train Saturday. Mr. John- trust, set apart and held for the gen wrapped under her arm in her lace
ston is here to confer with R. W. Fort, eral welfare upon principles of equal coat, Miss Jennie Allen, an actress
who was to have been married
manager at the Lodge regarding the justice, and not to be bestowed as a in
Wilmington, Del., to Herman Snav:
has
It
favored
a
of
the
date
Lodge.
upon
closing
special privilege
son of a wealthy wholesale groley,
1).
the
Septo
close
of
date
decided
been
class." Under
Lodge
Washington,
at Steelton, Pa., was compelled to
cer
service
train
words
tember 10th, but daily
C, June 1."), 1SG6, these
accompany her fiance back to.ilarris-burconnecting with No. 33 on the main
by Andrew Johnson, president
to face a charge of having passed
mesline at Aalomogordo will be maintain- of the United States, in a veto
a worthless check on a dog fancier.
ed until September 30th. There was a sage returning to congress a bill enYoung Snavley has been most atrumor to the effect that after the 1st titled "An act to enable the New York
tentive to the young actress. The
o' September daily service would be and Montana Iron Mining & Manufac- Boston terrier was
the last present
discontinued but last night Mr. John- turing company to purchase a certain he
gave her, and caused them both
in
now
not
man
lands
that
"Times"
a
the
amount
advised
ston
of
public
to spend the night in a cell.
there was no foundation for this, that market." By the terms of the bill
William Shisseley, of Harrisburg,
authorismaintainthe daily service would be
the corporation named was
the fancier caused their arrest when
ed up to and including the 30th of ed to preempt two tracts of iund in the
a check tendered in payment of $35
September when some change would territory of Montana, not exceeding in for the
was returned marked "no
be made. It is noted that the season the aggregate twenty sections. Three funds." dog
Snavley insisted that he did
tickets now being sold out of El Paso of these sections were to be selected not know he had overdrawn his ac
for Cloudcroft are being punched, fiom lands containing iron ore and count and telegraphed his wealthy
"Good for return limit October 7th. ' coal, and the remainder from timber father who sent back word that he
This will be of much value to many lands lying near thereto.
would meet his in Harrisburg when
who want to spend part of the month
A correspondent calls our attention he. arrived there.
of October In Cloudcroft, October be- to this message in connection with the
"Why Herman has money," Miss
ing the prettiest month of the year. It proposed land grab contained in Sen- Allen said today. "He was awfully
has not been decided when the light ate Joint Resolution No. 41, fathered good to me when the show I was
plant will be closed down, but it is by Senator Myers, of Montana, on be- with broke at Atlantic City, and he
thought that it will be about Septem- half of the Repfltlic Coal company. has spent at least $700 on me since
ber 15th. W. R. Clark will be checked We hope he will call it to the atten- the Fourth of July. I know that if
he has overdrawn his account, it will
fr as custodian for the El Paso & tion of Senator Myers also.
be an easy matter for him to obtain
Southwestern system as soon as the
more."
Lodge is closed and will live at the
Hon. Josephus Daniels, trained in
Lodge during the winter months. It
of journalism, has discov SISTER ANACLETUS
has been noted with pleasure by the school
the steel trust charges the
Southwestern
system
passenger ered that
ASSUMES CHARGE
three pric es for armor
agents that a number of Arizona peo- - government
he will discover
thins
Next
AT ST. VINCENT
plate.
come
to
this
Cloudcroft
pie have
owns
enough!
instead of going to the coast. This that the steel trust,
to
his
defeat
Democratic congressmen
will increase each yar now that the
Venerable Sister Anacletus, the nfiw
a govennnent.owued armor
Southwestern has direct connection plan for
superior at the head of the Sisters of
plate
factory.
with Tucson. Cloudcroft is, you might
Charity in this city, arrived in Santa
Fe last evening from Trinidad, Colo.,
jsay, a part of El Paso, practically all
A new problem has come up in that
ot the busines men there owning sum
where for many years she was in
eastern
in
wonderful
region
pioneer
mer cottages here or being interested
of San Rafael hospital, concharge
Peace
as
the
known
British
Columbia,
in some business way, and everything
ducted under the auspices of the SisminCanadian
The
country.
ters of Charity, and which institution
that tends to benefit or build up River
has been urged to
Cloudcroft will be to El Paso's ad- ister of agriculture
to protect settlers against has prospered under her direction and
take
steps
vantage. It is a cottage resort and the
management, and today is considered
depredations of wild horses which one
the addition of several hundred cotof the most complete and
of
ranches
the
raids
made
have
upon
institutions of its kind in the
tages here would make it one of the new
horses
domestic
settlers,
killing
west
largest and best known in the south- 'and
wel'of
number
a
leading away
west.
Sister Anacletus received a warm
bred domestic mares which have been
on her arrivel last evening,
welcome
A complimentary dance was given
cost.
Tho
at
considerable
a
imported
at the Lodge Thursday evening by wild horses are supposed to be the de- and after visiting with the many sisBamberger's orchestra in apprecia- scendants of horses abandoned dur- ters at St. Vincent and greeting her
s
many friends, she immediately assumtion of the courtesies shown by
ing the gold rush to the Yukon ter- ed
charge of her new assignment.
and assistance given the orFrom the Bow river
ritory In 1S97-S- .
chestra during its stay here. A good westward these animals have raided
Hie Man Who Put the
crowd attended but aa It was so near the ranches of settlers as far west as
T
the end of the season it was not as Kamloops and even the contractors on
Look for This
large as usual, however, was just large the Grand Trunk Pacific railway have
Pic
ture on tbe Label when buying
enough for the floor. Several new been pestered by the mischievous stalALIEN'S F00TEASE
pieces were played and the music was lions.
wm17 I The AntiseDtic Powder for Ten.
a
excellent. Mrs. Bamberger, the leader,
der. Aching Feet.
Sold every- where. 2Kc. Snrople FREE. Address.
plays the piano and is assisted by her
Water in bottles bearing a label on
AIXEN S. OLMSTED. Le Roy. N. V.
Est'.'lle
Miss
Bamberger, which a picture showing a beautiful
daughter,
who plays the violin and Asa Bales, stream of water flowing out of a tuncame
from Wichita, nel lit up by the sun was the object
violinist. They
Kan., at the beginning of the season of seizure and prosecution by the govA
and have played at all tbe dances and ernment and our' department of agriconcerts at the Lodge and Pavilion. culture has issued a notice announcThe music has caused much favorable ing a fine on the company shipping
comment and at every dance is com- the water into Pennsylvania from New
Which are you? Mr. National
plimented. Monday Mrs. Bamberger, York because the water was not
Manufacturer.
Miss Esteele
Bamberger and Asa wholly natural spring water, but was
"Yes But" never gets anyBales will leave for Wichita, Kan., for artificially carbonated and did not
where.
the winter months.
come out of a beautiful sunlit spring.
"TRY IT" wins nine times out
The fact that last night the last
of ten because he goes at it
dance was given at the
for the In order to stimulate recruiting in
with energy and enthusiasm
season of 1913 did not make tho our navy the government has struck
plus.
crowd any smaller, in fact it seemed hands with the movie picture people
Mr, Manufacturer of National
that everyone in Cloudcroft tried to at and there is now playing in Washingproducts the "TRY IT" men are
tend the last dance of the season. The ton a "thrilling naval drama'' in five
getting the business these days.
music was fine and the floor grand so reels, entitled "Victory," the real purWant to know their names?
that dancing was enjoyed as much as pose of which is to stimulate an interLook at the advertising in
ever. The crowd was very large for est in war and a desire on the part
this newspaper.
the time of trie year, so many people of vouths to become buckies and take
Their names are here. They
who always attend the dance returned part in running steel monsters. The
are hard at it putting their
to El Paso.
pictures were maue wilu iu am anu
products before the eyes of conpermisisou of the IT. S. navy, thousumers who want to buy.
sands of marines and sailors and ships
MAN IS BLAMED AS
The local dealers are backing
of the fleet taking part, with notable
their goods. They like "TRY
CAT TUMBLES DOWN movie actors and actresses in the up
IT MEN" and have no use for
sceenes depicted. If you don't believe
"YES BUTTERS."
New York, Sept 2. A large black it, read the ads. I
Put your product directly becat curled up and went to sleep In the
fore the 'consumer through adfolds of a raised awning in front of a
vertising in the daily newspastore on Rutgers Square. By and by
of
pers. Get the
Every Woman
the store keeper lowered the awn
the dealers
Is Interested and should
ing.
know about tbe wonderful
Sell your goods!
Solomon Stone, a newsdealer, was
The Bureau of Advertising, of
Marvel
passing. The cat tumbled out of the
tsoucne
the American Newrpaper Pubawning and landed with all claws
World
lishers' Association,
Police
spread on Solomon's head.
Building, New York, will be glad
man Kennedy says Solomon clutched Askyottrdrnrelstfor
M.
If ba cannot supto answer any question about
the cat and hurled it forty feet against ply theoo MARVEL,
otner. out
campaigns.
an iron fence. It fled and Kennedy accept
send stamp tor book.
arrested Stone.
j

j

j

:

P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. POB, Secretary.
W. A. F1NLAY.
r Fer particulars and Illustrated cats-cueaddress,

UNDERWOOD

BUT

DISCOVERY.

WINTER GROCERY CO.

MILITARY

SILENTLY,

MECHANISM

Crystal Butter, 2 lbs. 65c

NEW MEXICO

RUNS

SAWED WOOD

CORD WOOD
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.

That ybv should
CotAZ AND JEF

our, coop
"VALUES

WE Keep the.
PRICEtf DOWN

DON'T YOU THINK WE KNOW OUR BUSINESS? WELL WE DO.
WE KNOW BETTER THAN TO SELL POOR GRADES OF HARDWARE
IF YOU WANT TO GET THE BEST COME TO US. WE
AT ANY PRICE.
WANT TO GET THE BEST HARDWARE AND WE WANT TO GET THE
BEST CUSTOMERS, BUT WE DON'T WANT TO GET THE BEST "OF"
OUR CUSTOMERS, BECAUSE THAT ISN'T THE WAY TO KEEP CUS
YOUR
FOR
WE'LL GIVE YOU THE FULLEST VALUE
TOMERS.
GOOD
HARD EARNED MONEY IN HARDWARE
THAT WILL STAND
HARD WEAR.

HARDWARE

WOOD-DAVI- S

PHONE

"IF IT'S HARDWARE

14.

lenver &Rio Grande R.R.
Santa Fe to Durango, Colorado,

13.15
ACCOUNT OF

MEXICO

W

FAIR AND INDIAN CARNIVAL

IN

for father, mother and children. Qood light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be

desired.

POWER
IS QUITE SO
as to touch the button and
is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted

NOTHING

ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and night' Estimates and full infor- nation cheeerfully given.

j

Date of Sale, Sept. 21 to 25,

inclusive.

Cloud-crofter-

EslnFEE
Trade-Mar- k

Return Limit, Sept. 29th.

r

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,
244 San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N. M.

Truly-Ma-

THIRTY-THIR-

D

ANNUAL

NEW MEXICO STATE FAIR
Albuquerque, N. M.,
OCTOBER

6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 1913.

Each Department Overflowing With

Splendid Attractions.
ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS

TO

FRANK A. STORTZ, MANAGER,)
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO.

i

.

HmdC-l4t.23.St-

ll.t.

SANTA FE WATER

w

'

4 LIGHT CO.

ST FARES

MM

TO EASTFRN POINTS VIA

Central and El Paso

New Mexico

&

Southwestern.

SANTA FE TO CLOUDCROFT, N. M., AND RETURN, $12.10.

i

Yesbut
or Tyitman?

14.

THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHElectricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth

sea-so-

ROUND TRIP EXCURSION FARE

PHONE

ODS,

j

j

COMPANY.

WE HAVE IT.'

light

j

COLORADO-NE-

2, 1913.

Aye body

Influence upon The Future Infant.

Too
rprowlv,

SEPTEMBER

TUESDAY,

yPy
Hpor

East

The

Best
Route

Sggpr

West

For Rate and Full Information Call On or Address
L. H GIBSON, T., F. & P. Agt., N. M. C. R. R., SANTA FE,
ot EUGENE FOX, G. Pass. Agt., E. P. & S., EL PASO, TEX.

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
ot Satisfaction Guaranteed. '
Telephone 9 W

104 DON QA5PER ST.

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
Uceuse Nomhers,

tt-4-

Day or

Nifht Phone,

Neat Door to Postoff Ice.

130

Mail.
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sro mm news
BASEMEN,

CAPTAINS

OF THE TEAMS

THAT WILL BATTLE FOR WORLD PENNANT.

Standing of the Clubs.

2.
Kl I'aso. Tex.,
San Francisco, Calif., Sept. 2. The
Joe HerPet. rick stopped Bart. Corden in the thir obituary of Ad Wolgast, former light;!S
85
.tilil
round of a scheduled forty-fiv- weight champion, is written today on
all the sporting pages with the record
4ti
71
,ti"7
bout at the Juarez an na Ol
round
8
56
his defeat at OnkljiTiri veaterrlfiv hv
.54!)
miri ueJoe ZeVailo
57
65
.aXi JfBU'lUfl. uuiuuii b
green and nervous
68
52
.433 the sponge. The fight was witnessed youngster, who won the decision at
68
crowd.
.4:13 by a large
52
iloth
the
end
holiday
of ten rounds.
53
77
and showed
.408 fighters boxed cleverly
"What's the use of going any farth81
Gordon grad- er?" asks
45
.357 consistent gameness.
St. Louis
Wolgast himself today.
ually weakened under the grind.
"1 don't need to box for a
living. 1
American League.
don't like these short fights, and I
Won Lost Pet.
Club
Higgins Is Winner.
would rather quit atogp.ther than
41
83
.670
Philadelphia ..,
Iioswell. V. M., Sept. 2. Al Higgins spend my time training and boxing
4!i
77
.611
Cleveland ...
out John Patrick
knocked
in the around like a side show man. He adtilt
54
.561 fourth round of a
Washington
fight that, promised ded that he was thinking of returning
63
508
65
Chicago
to be c lose. Higgins had his hands to his
Oregon ranch and settling down
61
61
Boston
full. A lucky punch to the chin in
71
56
.441 ithe fourth enabled linn to win. Pat- - as a farmer.
iiotroit
Wolgast was unhurt yesterday. Ho
83
48
"'" trick knocked Hiuiiins down in the fr.itfhf
't. Louis
ie hntflt. hnf imu
!i ptui
42
7!)
.ew York
'first round, the gong saving him. HejwMri , . ,,io rnctprtf
..
,. '
hWa
in
led
second
...
the
and
icame up strong
,.
,,
.
American Association.
1
to the finish.
Z
Wo
Lost Pc('lllb
jout of practice, whose finished stroke
lwallke''
"n
wuvnts
iiuu
'
iniic
.v,ri
Billy Walters Beats Eddie Clabby j""1''-78
btl
.Minneapolis ...
2. Billy!
Hammond.
Ind..
Sept.
,571
nowlergc but he misses his shots.
(,,lml)lls
63
74
.540 Walters, former sailor, defeated Eddie
.uisville
Joe Azevado fought bis way to a
the
brother
a
of
Clabby,
middleweight:
m
78
.443
clean-cu- t
yL pall
decision over Ad Wolgast,.
ves-- i
in
a
contest
boxer,
here
78
60
.435
Toledo
wel'ter- former l'Kl"weight champion today in
Thev
are
afternoon.
terdav
711
60
.432
Kansas City
here. The going
it!111''"'
SI
.400 weights. Walters had the better of
:'.54
Indianapolis
in eight of the ten rounds and hit Clan-'- was latit 1,11,1 ,lu' vo,lll?,r nghter clear-bl v
''""'"d
verdict. In the seventh
at will, though without sufficient
Western League.
knocked Wolgast
As a result nmml Azevado
Won Lost Pet. strength for a knockout.
Club
"own. Wolgast fought almost entirely
50
84
.627 of the bout, Walters will be matched
Denver
to meet Spike Kelly or Wildcat Ferns! "'ith his left hand, his right appar-here- .
58
77
.570
Des .Moines
jently being in no condition to intlict
63
73
.536
Lincoln
punishment.
65
70
.51(1
St. Joseph
The Sacramento lightweight was
Gever Defeats Harris.
66
70
.485
Omaha
2.
Jack i"mLU1
trignt in tne open
72
Colo.,
Tnuiud.
61
459
Sept.
Topeka
78
.431 Ceyer, of Denver, defeated Fireman ing round, hut this wore off and in
59
Sioux City
51
85
.375 Harris, of Trinidad in the last, of a the second round he took the aggresWichita
fifteen round bout here yesterday.
sive, forcing the fighting.
Tn
the seventh
round Azevado
Harris was knocked down near the
end of the round and Referee Hick floored Wolgast with a left swing to
raised Geyer's hand. Harris did not the neck. Wolgast was up in a second
National League.
and clinched. He tried to rough it
attempt to get up.
Chicago at St. Louis, two games,
Kid Bruce, of Trinidad, won the de in the clinch and the crowd hooted
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh.
of LI while Referee Griffith admonished him
cision over 1 rankle Fowser.
Boston at New York.
to be careful.
Paso, in an
two The latter decision was
In the ninth round Azevado also
at Brooklyn,
Philadelphia
unpopular, the
games.
fans clamoring for a draw.
staggered the former champion with
a stiff right; to the jaw. In the tenth
It was easily Azevado's.
American League,
Christie and Brown Draw,
Wolgast landed
several rights in the face, but they
Chicago at Cleveland.
2.
fins
'terra
Haute, Ind., Sept.
Washington at Philadelphia.
Christie, of Milwaukee, and George lacked steam.
New York at Boston.
(Knockout) Brown, of Chicago, fought
a tame
draw here
AMERICAN YACHT WINS
American Association.
OVER GERMAN ENTRIES.
at
Columbus.
Indianapolis
Toledo at Louisville.
Jimmy Clabby Beats Sailor Grande.
Marblehead. Mass., Sept. 2. The
St. Paul at Milwaukee.
Sacramento, Cal., Sept. 2. Jimmy American boat Ellen won (lie unvinii
Kansas City at Minneapolis.
Clabby, of Milwaukee, not a decision o( ,.. serif)g of in,prn!,tinn,
,,,.
over Sailor Grande, of San Francisco, boat rac(,s wifh
The
Ge,.many tod
at the end of the twentieth round s ,
finished
ad ,.Cf
American,
.. ,
here last night.
They are middleIgnls'
the German Wittlesbach in ' fourth
National League.
t,,B
,Pla(Ce fnda
Mattv McCue Stops Tom Doherty.
re",ain'nf (ienn!in co1'"
place' The
Me-l,
liacine. Wis., Sept.
At St. Louis
(First game)
' h ,a ,Y
Do- out
Tom
Cue
0
5
knocked
last,
9
night,
Chicago
3
herty. a Denver featherweight, in the
St. Louis
FIRST ARRESTS MADE FOR
Per- sixth round of a scheduled
Moore, Lavender and Archer;
VIOLATING GUN LAW.
contest last night.
ritt and Wingo.

National League.
Won Lost

weight.

MIKE BACA WINS
IN BOXING BOUT AT

ELKS' THEATRE

2, 1913.

LABOR DAV BOUTS
WOLGAST GETS
FROM UARIOUS
HIS AT HANDS
PLACES tN U.S.
OF UNKNOWN

BASEBALL
j

Club
liKrtly marked around his left eye and New
York
on the jaw, whore, Barrieau had land- j
Philadelphia
ed heavy blows.
(Chicago
The agreement to declare the fight
were
on
if
both men
a draw
their feet Pittsburgh
Brooklyn
was made because Cross gave liar- Boston
rieau an advantage of four pounds in Cincinnati

RIVALS IN THE GREAT WORLD'S SERIES.
SECOND
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e

.

Yesterday afternoon at the Elks
theatre before an audience of enthusiastic, fans was nulled off one of tile
best ten round battles ever witnessed
in thiB neck o the woods.
The officials at the fistic carnival
were as follows:
George Liddle, referee; Jake Levy,
timekeeper, and G, Volney Howard,

,,,,
r

-

f'l

j

i,nll0,mcBr'
At a few minutes past

four tha
brothers 'Rivera entered the ring for
the first preliminary the announce- ment being made that Young Rivera,
the youngest of the pair, challenged
any hoy in the state at !I5 pounds. The
elder Rivera weighed about 108 and
both are remarkably fast and clever.
Their preliminary was thoroughly en
joyed while It lasted and was sched- uled for four rounds but came to an
abrupt and unexpected conclusion in
the second round when Young Rivera
swung a sleep producing right to the
jaw of his bulkier opponent and pui
him down for the count.
The second preliminary was a dis
two alleged
appointment between
scrappers from the Meadow City. Bat
tling Rubio and a boy named Marci
lino Herrera. This was intended as n
and scheduled for six
The Rival Captains Eddie Collins (Sliding) and Larry Doyle.
rounds but the boys refused to mix
When the Athletics and Giants hook looking, he gives no indication of his
Doyle, for all he is Irish, lacks the and neither landed a blow that woul ;
effectivenes until he is galvanized into temperament of Collins. He is a great have put a dent in a pat of butter.
Up in the world's series, which will
action as the play starts. Then he is second baseman and a great player, Rubio would signal Herrera apparentprobably open October 6, those old the
epitome of speed and efficiency. He but he has neither the speed nor the ly and then start a haymaker which it
keystone rivals, Eddie Collins of the pounces upon the ball like a cat upon dash of the Athletics' marvel. Doyle was evident he had no intention of
Athletics and Larry Doyle of the a mouse and just as surely. He gets ij more of a plugger, although he rises landing and then Rivera would follow
Giants, will face each other as they the ball away without a lost motion, to brilliance in times of great stress. suit. Then Rubio would give a buroi covers second to take a throw and Loth Collins and Doyle are grand bats- lesque exhibition of shadow boxing
did two years ago.
letire a base runner without the loss men, the Philadelphian having it on with Herrera on the other side of the
It would be hard to find two great of
a fraction of time. No player in his rival in this respect to a consider- ring. In the second round cries of
second basemen so unalike as Doyle either league is the
superior of Col- able extent, although in the 1911 rotten, throw 'em out, hisses and r it
and Collins. The latter is the whirl- lins when it comes to putting the ball series Doyle outhit Collins and also calls resounded and after having failwind style; loose jointed, . careless upon a base runner.
outfielded him.
ed to give even an exhibition of b
the boys were requested to leave
the ring. Rubio is Baid to be a fighter.
BATTLING CHICO KNOCKS
test, which went ten rounds co a dravj Edgewater club, Chicago, turned in a ullt evidently did not want to even ex- OUT MOFFATT EASILY. decision, was easily worth the admis card of 71 he was greeted as the Mbit a little skill. This sort of thing
sion price paid by the assembled fans. gold medal winner with 148 for the 36 hurts the game.
Albuquerque, N. M., Sept, 2. Twen-- . It was one of the best bouts ever holes medal play. Evans took 39 goAt 4:30 p. m. Baca came into the
ty seconds, exactly, according to staged and was full of action from bell ing out did the last nine holes in 32,
and was a few minutes later folring
the official timekeeper's watch, was to bell in every round.
having threes on six of them.
lowed
by Durand and the boys were
all the time which Battling Chico, of
introduced as Young Durand, the fightto PLAYING OFF TIE TODAY
IjOS Angeles, found it necessary
LEACH CROSS LUCKY TO
ing Mexican, undefeated lightweight
.waste on Spider Moffatt, of El Paso,
IN GOLF TOURNAMENT.
GET DRAW DECISION, of Raton and Mike Baca, undefeated
Conley Outpoints Kirk.
Albuquerque, N. M Sept. 2. Tony
Al Pittsburg
Texas., bantamweight, in their sched-- '
Fort. Smith, Ark., Sept, 2. Frankle. Ortiz was the first deputy game wardGarden City, N. Y., Sept. 2 The secchampion of Santa Fe, and the weight Cincinnati
2
7
tiled
bout last night at ond
was given the, newspaper de- en in New Mexico to make an arrest
Vancouver, B. C, Sept. 1. Leach was announced as 129
day's play in the national amapounds for
5 S 1 Conley
Elks' theatre. Chico went 'after
Pittsburg
tournament opened here early Cross, of New York, and Frank
cision over OIlie Kirk, of St.. Louis, at for violation of the game laws this
teur's
was cheered to the
Baca
each
boy.
Simon.
and
Luhren
Ames
and
Kling;
fatt like a flash when the bell rang op- this morning with the playing off of
the end of a
bout here yes- season. In fact Ortiz did not. wait unof
lightweights, echo as lie went to his corner. DuVancouver,
ening the first round, beating him to the tie for the last nine places in yesKirk's right hand, which he til the season opened. He arrested R.
terday.
J.
his
twelve-rounwas
seconded
the
rand
draw
by
at
Manager
a
At
fought
Brooklyn
the ropes. They clinched. The ref- terday's qualifying round.
Injured in a recent bout, was hurt P. Craig and Michael Perea Sunday
In
3 11
arena yesterday afternoon. W. Eldridge and Pete Alarid.
eree separted them and then Chico
Philadelphia
The following retained their right to Brighouse
again
yesterday in the third round. night, near the Rio Grande Gun club's
who
were
corner
is
1
Baca's
Roy
2
8
Davis,
Brooklyn
ltiiadbeonagreed at the sugges- a
again cornered Moffatt. A terrific continue.
Conley announced that he would enwho
and
some
fame
of
welterweight
grounds.
Rixey and Killifer; Ricker, Ragau deavor to
right hook to Moffatt's stomach and a
tion of Cross, that the bout be de
arrange a match with JohnHeinrich Schmidt, Worcester, Mass.,
in the :ind
Perea and Craig are charged with
succession of lefts to the jaw in the
McCarthy.
clared a draw' if both men were on has met some of the best boys
the
Coulon,
ny
present
bantamweight
C. G. Waldo, Detroit; S. D. Bowers,!
shooting ducks out of season. The
and this saved business, including Battling Nelson,
cinch which followed, quickly ended
for
title.
the
champion,
W. H. Gardner, their feet at the finish,
adConn.;
Brooklawn,
season did not open until midnight
At New York
New .Yorker from an adverse de and G. Volney Howard as chief
tile bout, for Moffatt sank to the mat
Buffalo; George T. Brokaw, .Garden the
5 fi .2
Sunday and Craig and Perea were
Barrieau outpointed him in visers assisted by Miguel Delgauo and Boston
as
atJthe break, rolled over, made a feeble
on
cision,
White
Griffith
Beats
Points.
Garden
Peters,
City;
Jr.,
City; Ralph
Joe Ortiz.
2 8 1
New York
Canton, O., Sept. 2. Tu a twelve-rcun- shooting at 7 o'clock, according to
eight of the twelve rounds. In three
attempt to get up and then collapsed. Percy It. Pyne, II, Princeton;
Perdue and Rariden:
A description ni the tight by rounds
Tesreau,
a
Cros
had
bout at Meyers Lake yesterday Ortiz. They had four ducks, which
advantage.
slight
A.
rounds,
F.
N.
was
bout
Fox
the
Y.;
Hills,
Beach,
Though
would hit and Fromtne, Crandall and McLean, Wil- between Charlie White, of Chicago, Ortiz confiscated. He also seized their
Durand
is
was
useless.
Cross
of
the
the
end
At
bouth,
Hills.
Fox
to
the
too quick
be entertaining,
Jack Kaumer,
and Johnny Griffith, of Akron, O., light- hunting licenses.
Torres-Eddicon- When Charles W. Evans of the bleeding from the mouth and was clinch and Baca would try to keep him son, Hartley.
Duffy lightweight
The two early hunters live here, so
weights, a majority of newsnanermen
away and fight. The boys battled liks
at the ringside decided that White had On, merely cited them to appear
American League.
fiends and both gave a splendid exbefore Justice Craig this morning.
the advantage in points.
and hitting
hibition of gamenes
At Cleveland First Game
ONE OF THESE TWO IS FAIREST CHORUS GIRL IN ALL THE GREAT ability. Baca exhibited most remark
,3
able cleverness in ducking his oppon- Chicago
1
leopard "Prince."
ent's leads and on points had the best Cleveland
ONE FEATURE (S ft
Miss Wilson is an elephant trainer.
ONE DO YOU PICK ?
Scott and Kuhn Steen, Cullop, KahUNITED
of eight out of the scheduled ten
WOMAN TRAINER Perhaps the only one of her sex who
rounds and the bout went the limit. ler and O'NeiL
has made a thorough study of these
Baca's showing is the more remarkbrutes.
At Boston
Elephant training
Men do not draw down all the hon great
able when it is known that he was
2 9 1 or as trainers of
New York
wild and ferocious seems to come very handy to this litthe
taken ouite ill the night before the Boston
3
4 10
animals exhibited with the Al G. tle lady. Her command over them is
battle, suffering from diarrhoea as a
McHttle, and Sweeney; Bedient and Barnes Big
Wild Animal cir certainly worth seeing.
to
was
unable
of
result
indigestion,
These young women do not give all
Thomas.
ot the most excus,
many
instead,
sleep and could eat scarcely anything
their attention to the training of wild
are
acts
handled
and
dangerous
citing
up to the time of the contest. NeverAt Philadelphia-Washin- gton
animals, for in many places on the
by women.
theless he fought a splendid battle and
2 4 0
program they can be seen working
the
Miss
Martha
show's
Florine,
showed little punishment at the end
domestic
animals.
5 1
Horses,
woman trainer, gives a splen with
Philadelphia
principal
of the fight, his face being practically
and
Kngle and Henry;
Shawkey and did example of woman's ability to suc- ponies, dogs, goats, monkeys,
without a mark. Durand upon the Schang.
other
animals
are in their
cessfully handle dangerous animals many
of
rounds
the
hand
latter
other
during
with a large group of lions, leopards, charge.
the fight was bleeding profusely from
The Barnes circus program is reand pumas. Miss Florine is a dainty
Association.
American
cautionnose and mouth. Durand was
little girl and looks mighty edible in plete this season with entirely new
ed for hitting low several times by the
the arena filled with such hungry features. Fifty big special acts given
At Columbus
referee and about the middle of the
by trained animals are offered to the
looking cats.
3
Indianapolis
Miss Mable Stark attracts great in- patrons of the show. Over 350 animals
fight Baca said that he had been se- Columbus
4
s
verely hurt by Durand's "kneeing"
Willis. Harrington and Cotter; Cole terest when working in the arena are encompassed in this
of almost every known species.
filled with tigers and lions.
Her's is
him in the groin and was given whisky and Smith.
The program is generously interone of the greatest tiger taming acts
at the end of that round. Both boys
known.
spersed with a line of clever, clean
were a bit tired at the finish, but both
At Milwaukee .
Miss Maudie Rollins is also a profi- comedy, introduced by twelve clowns
fouirht gamely and the tenth was a St. Paul
2 10 1
cient trainer. Miss Rollins goes In and a number of comedy animals. Two
whirlwind with each trying in vain to Milwaukee
3 5 2
will be given here
for bears more than lions,
although performances
tend a knockout. At the conclusion
Rieger and James, Miller; Powell, she is the trainer In charge of the Thursday, September 11. The pa
Referee Diddle held up Baca's hand in Brady and Hughes.
lion "Nero, and riding rade hour is 10:30.
token of victory; the band played and
tiie crowd cheered and Mike was lead
Kansas
game post
fiom the ring amid the plaudits of his poned; rain.
are
Both
these boys
many admirers.
comers and give promise of climbing
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
high upon the pugilistic ladder. The
of games received too late
a
Reports
V, t
fight was a whirlwind affair from for
publication in yesterday's New
start to finish and everyone who saw
Mexican :
it. feels that it was worth several times
American League.
t
is
expect-eadmission.
It
of
the price
At Cleveland (Afternon game)
to stage a return match between
0 3 3
these boys at Raton sometime in the Chicago
7 11 1
Cleveland
near future.
Scott, White, Lathrop and Kuhn;
Mr. Gregg expects in October, when
the Shriners meet in Santa Fe, to Falkenberg and Carisch.
stage a contest between two lightAmerican Association.
weights of national reputation, each of
At Columbus (Afternon game)
whom stand ready to meet any one in
2 10 0
Toledo
the world at 133 pounds, ring side, for Columbus
BEATRICE ALLEN, AT THE LEFT, AND ESTELLE RICHMON D, AT THE BIGHT.
10 11 1
one thousand dollars
If
On the other hand, we have Plorenz a side bet of
Benn, Krumm, Teague and
New York, Sept. 2. The season's honor, and it doesn't seem as either
one except Ziegfeld. Jr., who picks 'em for his
to
could
lose
any
of
them
Young; Ferry and Smith.
COLE
THIRD;
HOTT,
beauty crop is pretty' well harvested. the other, does It?
"Follies," and it is generally underIN TIE
DIAZ
AND
the
that
of
course,
By this is meant;
At
Joseph P. Bickerson, producer of stood that Florenz is some picker.
In the tie for third and fourth prizes St. Minneapolis (Afternoon figame)
Says he: "Physical beauty is good
choruses have been picked for the "Adele", offers Estelle Richmond.
12 1
Paul
Billiard
Tournament
in
Montezuma
the
"She is the most beautiful," says he, enough for me. If I can find enough
4 6 1
musical shows that will cheer and enMinneapolis
50
to
then
Cole
Hott
48;
soul in her girls who are there with Just plain Diaz beat
liven the great U. S. A. the coming "because there is more
Brandt, Walker and James; Lake
face. Beauty is not only line- s- and good Jooks, I should worry about in- beat Diaz, 80 to 31; and along comes and Owens.
'
fall and winter.
Cole
80
to
and defeats
this
in60;
It
Hott
is
tellect"
and
this
appeal;
in
physical
beauties
some
coloring
And there are
and
Cole
leaves
Hott
third
as
charm.Allen
prize
The
and
Beatrice
gives
and
presents
Ziegfeld
poise
connoisseurs
telligence
crop, take It from the
and Diaz tied for fourth prize. This
a Miss Maudie Rollins and Bob Chocolate, educated dancing and posing .
girl who has these latter qualities is his idea of the prise beauty.
who select them.
will be played tonight,
with
Which do you think should have the tie-o'
the new type of chorus girl, and she
The prize beauty?
horse, with the Barnes Circus, which exhibits here Thursday Septe
Cole playing 90 to Diaz 50.
out over the others." golden apple?
Well, here are two entrants for thej is going to win
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
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tions of contest, or if you fail withm
NOTICE OF CONTEST,
Department of the Interior, United that time to file in tills office dua
States Land Office. Santa Fe, New proof that you have served a copy
Mexico, August 10, 191u
of your answer on the said contest
To John Jacob Luxem, of Santa Fp. ant either in
person or by registered
MexNew
Silver
City,
Mexico,
New
mail. If this service is made by the
ico, Contestee:
delivery of a
7rZT or
You are hereby notified that Roland the contestant In
A. Avery, who gives Santa Fe,
such service must be either the sai
as his
address, did contestant's written acknowledgement
on April 19, 1!U3, file in this offico of his receipt of the copy, showing the
his duly corroborated application to date of its receipt, or the affidavit ot
contest and secure the cancellation the person by whom the delivery was
land Entry No.
of your desert
made stating when and where tas
Serial No. 083W. made May 15, 1908. 'codv was delivered; if made by regis
Section 23, Township l'J ;tPre( mail, proof of such service must
for W
N., Range 9 E., N. M. P. Meridian, jcol,sjst 0f the affidavit of the person
s
and as grounds for his contest he al- nj whom the copy was mailed
that said entrymau has who'ly jing wnen an(j (he post office to which
failed to expend one dollar per acre it was mailed, and this affidavit must
per year for the second and third jbB accompanied by the postmasters
years since making said entry; thaf. rf.0eipt for the letter,
said entryman is not a resident o .he
y(m shmM gt.Ue jn vour angwer
State of New Mexico; that he has don,.;
namf, Qf the pQSt offlce to whlcn
or
no
money
and
nothing
expended
desire funhpr uoUcM tQ be gpnt
actual cash for the purpose of Im- land
said
since
and
reclaiming
proving
FRANCISCO DEIX5ADO,
the first year of his entry; that the
Registeramount of $1440 shown by claimants
to
ex
been
have
second annual proof
Can't Afford to Have Kidney Trouble
pended was not an expenditure of acNo man with a family to support
tual cash as required by the deseit
can afford to have kidney trouble, nor
laws.
need fear it with such a remedy at
You are, therefore, further notified
as Foley Kidney Pills. An honthat the said allegations w ill be taken hand
est medicine, safe and reliable, costing
by this office as having been confessed little but
doing much good, Foley Kidby you, and your said entry will bi
rheucanceled thereunder without your fut ney Pills eliminate backache and
matism, tone up the system and rether right to be heard herein, either store
normal action of kidneys and
before this office or on appeal, if yoa
fail to file in this office within twenty bladder. The Capital Pharmacy.
days after the FOURTH publication
Tt
Work for the New Mexican.
of this notice, as shown below, youf
answer, under oath, specifically meet- working for you, for Santa Fe and
ing and responding to these allega- - the new state.

Z.

HOW THE

ALL ABOARD FOR THE TRAIL TO NEW ALASKA GOLD DIGGINGS;

LEGISLATORS

VIEW IT
EXPRESSIONS
ON

1

THE

OF

MEMBERS

MESSAGE

LET TIMID STAY BEHIND, IF THEY WILL.
OF

STAFF CORRESPONDENT SAWYER AND THE STAM PEDERS START
SHUSHANNA GOLD FIELDS STORIES
FOR
CORDOVA
FROM
OUT PERHAS PETERED
BROUGHT BACK THAT THE STRIKE
HAPS THE BIG CONCERNS HAVE GOBBLED IT ALL UP.

CONGRESS

OF PRESIDENT

WIL

post-offic- e

SON ON THE MEXICAN SITUATION.

Washington, I). C., Sept. 2 Congressional leaders declared that Presi- t
Wilson's vigorous assertion of a
definite policy toward Mexico, would
have the effect of staying in congress,
for a time at least, open criticism of
administration and demands for
information.
"The president's message is an ad-mirable document,'
said Senator
Beacon, chairman of the senate for- eign relations committee. "It sets forth
the facts without reservation, and puts
us right before the world. Moreover,
1 believe it will have a
calming effect,
cu our own people, and a soothing
upon public expression in the
United States. The magnificent ovation given the president showed that
he has behind him both branches of
congress, without regard to party.
Senator Lodge, the ranking Republi- can member of the foreign relations
committee, also expressed general ap-proval of the message, commending
particularly the policy of nomntervention and the embargo on the shipment of arms across the border, and
Senator Root declared the message
was "admirable in tone and spirit."
Senators Williams and Stone, Dem
ocratic members of tire foreign rela- t.ons committee, indorsed the docu-ment from the policy of peace it outlined and for its emphatic assertion
1
K of the attitude of the United Slates.
YSmw&
House leaders likewise gave their
strong indorsement to the president.
"It seems to me that this Mexican
situation," said Speaker Clark, "presents a case where silence on the part
of most folks Is golden. It is ticklish
and grave. The president's address to
cc.ngress on the subject is admirable
Instead of
in diclofty in conception, felicitious
tion.
"In the very nature of things he
knows more about a situation which
hour
changes every day almost every
than the rest of us. and speaks with
fuller knowledge. The most practical
that
suggestion that he made was
Americans should come out of Mexico
as rapidly and as soon as possible."
Do you realize what this means to you and those depend
Representative Harrison, of Missis
ing; on you?
sippi, a member of the foreign affairs
Don't be satisfied with a small salary all your life do as
committee, said he believed the placon the
thousands have dune; let the International Correspondence
ing of an absolute embargo
Schools show you how your pay can be increased.
shipment of arms from the United
It matters
States would be followed by similar
not where you are, in the factory or in the shop, in the mine
action bv other world powers.
ot- in the mill, in the ofiice or store, the I. C. S. can and will
O
Clmnnanl tntpmrptpd tlie
increase your earning capacity.
message as a full recognition ot ihe
The I.C. S. imparts to you just the knowledge needed to
rebels.
advance you in your present position or to an occupation
Oscar W. Underwood, chairman of
"1 am
more to your liking.
ways and means committee:
A dollar an hour is not out of your reach, if you will only let
more than pleased with the president's message on the Mexican situus help y.m. It will cost you nothing to ask us HOW? Sim-pl- y
It is evidence of his broal
ation.
send us the coupon below and it will brinsr to
We want peace with
statesmanship.
C A
your aid all the resources of that great institution,
IpvIciv hut at the same time we all
the I. C. S., an establishment backed by a capital
,
desire that the disturbed condition in
of six million dollars and founded and main
Mexico today should be speedily paci-- !
tained for the benefit of poorly paid men and
message has
fled. The presidept's
women. If you want your pay increased, say
pointed the way to accomplishment of
iboth results."
so at once.
Representative Fred A. Britten, of
International correspoitleDce Spools
Chicago, member of naval affairs com
Mark and
t mittee:
Box 888, Scrnnton, Pa.
ricase explain, withoiir further obligation on my
"It was highly a literary production,
Mail the part,
how I cm qualify for the position.) trade, ur
pfiiesskm before which I h.ive imrkeil X.
but offers no consolation nothing
Wiremnn
Coupon
Automobile KmminK
definite for the relief of the situation
Knirinrer
poultry l;armio(
Met hi ni cat Drafiiiinan
Bookkeeper
It will do more to annul
NOW
in Mexico.
Mechanical ICnguiMcr
Stemnrriiphcr
Advertising Man
Telephone Expert
doctrine than anything
Monroe
the
F.nuinecr
WrttiuK
Statinnsry
Tcxtite Mimnfatturing
Window Trimming
else possibly could do. Some years
Civil Iviiftineer
Commercial llustrut,
lnduMrial Ltcsiuntnir
Btiildinc Contractor
ago Roosevelt enunciated the Monroe
Architect
Architectural Drafts.
Concrete Conatnirt'n
doctrine when he announced the state
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Language
(Spanish
would never again allow
Mine Koremuti
Banking
department
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Superintendent
Civil
J a foreign power to come over aud col- lect a debt from a South American re
t Name
public by force of arms.
I St. & No..
"Wilson advises all Americans who
City
are physically able, to leave Mexico at
once. He says nothing about the Germans, the Knglish, the French and
other foreigners makes no promise
that he will protect them. The message is full of peace and friendship
and the hope that a settlement will be
brought about sooner than it may now
be expected; but he offers no suggestions as to how this may be accom
plished.
Chairman Adamson, house inter
slate commerce commission: "Had
President McKinley talked as frankly
to congress of the situation with Spain
in 1908, as President Wilson did of the
Visible
Mexican situation there would have
Writing
and
been no war with Spain. Cuba would
Adding
have secured her own independence
and that country would now be peo
pled by the white race."
Representative Michael Burke, of
Wisconsin: "1 agree with the president on his peace propositions as applied to Mexico. He stated the existing conditions as he knows them with
irresistable logic."
Representative Murray, of Massachusetts: "The president has cleared
the Mexican situation by taking congress into his confidence."
Representative Garner, of Texas:
Here is the machine which will do everything lhat any typewnrcr
"An admirable statement of the Mexhas ever done ; which will write straightaway or tabulate, in one or many
ican situation was made by the presicolumns; whxh will do any tabular work, however intricate, with the
dent. Why should we go to war with
speed of ordinary writing;
Mexico ?"
Which will write and add, and add when it writes, in one column
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Cordova, Alaska, Sept. 2. We have
arrived at last!
The steamer Northwestern dropped
U8 off at the dock yesterday aud now
every one of us gold stampeders are
wondering if we are going to strike it
rich after we walk to the new Shu-thshanna gold diggings or whether we
will find nothing but barren sand.
Gold stampeders are mighty flimsy
stuff.
Yesterday, aboard steamer, everything was lined witii gold
Today at Cordova, our cloudy vis
ions are lined with indigo blue.
An ore train has just come in from
the Guggenheim's bonanza copper
mine, which is the end of the line
and about 150 miles from the new diggings.
Now, there were five men on that
train who claim they were among the
first stampeders to Shushanna. They
say that the strike has petered out
tnat u consigts of oniy one llule pock.
et of pay dir, on Iji(Ue Eid0rado creek,
gome sajd lfi2 ounces of gold were
taken ont and others $10,000,
"It's no place for a gold miner, but
great for hunting." said A. B. Bennett,
one of the five. "The ptarmigan are
so thick you can kill them with a
stick, and I never saw so many rocky
mountain sheep and caribou in my
life."
The "sourdoughs" (old miners) im- mediately put the returning stamped
era through a third degree examlna-tion."
How many men were in there? Had
there been any prospect holes put
down in deep ground? Were there
any outfits in for the big interests?
How was the trail?
From the replies they gleaned that

j

e

j

-

'

;

"v

were 75 men in the camp, more
in the hills, and that big outfits were
on the ground for the Guggenheims,
R. H. 0'hanning of Utah, the Alaska

'there

Gastineaux Mining company of Juneau
and the London Kxploration company.
Employes of these outfits were said to
he staking everything in sight and
jumping claims on which the required
$100 worth of work before recording
had not been done. No holes have
been put down in deep gravel and the
tiail was reported as "rotten."
"Same old game," said G. D. Bunker
of Dawson, Fairbanks and Nome. "No
chance for the poor duffers with the
little outfits; big fellows on the job,
blanket-stakineverything in sight
without regard to placer laws or anything else. We bucked that claim
grabbing game at Nome; guess we will
take a whirl at this."
"Never saw a rush in my life where,
after the first 30 days, there weren't
just as many coming out as there were
going in.
"I'll tell you how it is. Booze has
a lot to do with these rushes. There
are some of these fellows who, while
drunk in Seattle, kept seeing a sort
of haze of gold. While under the influence they gathered together a little
pack and started. When they sobered
up aboard ship they found themselves
without money and only enough provisions in their pack to last on the trail
in. Then the first discouraging story
turned them back.
"That coal baron from Tennessee
who came tip on the steamer with us
staked two or three of those fellows
to the price of an outfit and wouldn't
even give them his name. Felt sorry
for them, he said. I seen one of 'em
blowing his in over the bar at the Mint

THREE

gets can be picked up on the ground
had found a vathe
cancy in a local shop and gone to
work. The assistant head waiter from,
the Hofbrau in Seattle is waiting table at Slater's, so is the gentleman
of color who came up in the steerage.
A boiler worker found a job in a sheet
iron establishment.
Cordova views this rush with apathy. "There's nothing to the rush,"
say the Cordovans, and then add para
doxically, "and if there is the Guggenheims or some other big Interest
will get it,"
I am going to look into this attitude
toward the big companies here for I
am told that this section has suffered,
greatly as a result of the fight between
the Guggenheims and the government
over the coal and forests.
A stroll this morning through this
town from which it is proposed to
build a government railroad into the
Yukon would give Americans, who
have an idea that Alaska is an iceberg, a severe jolt. The temperature
is 76 and the sun is shining through
the slowly drifting clouds. The town
mounis surrounded by
tains on three sides, and the landlocked harbor looks very much like a lake
up in the Wisconsin country. If it
were not for the fields of snow in the
deep canyons high up on the north
side of the peaks you would neve
know you were north of Lake Erie.
For thiB beautiful climate and the
fact that the harbors of Cordova and
Seward are the most northerly ports
in the world that are free of ice all
the year round, Alaska gives thanks
to the Japan current, which, sweeping
south from the isles Of Nippon, swings
eastward along the equator and north
Into the Gulf of Alaska.
I will tell you more about this wonderful country when I get back. At
present I am getting my traps together to join the bunch of sourdoughs who
refuse to be stopped by discouraging
tales. We will board a special train
for McCarthy tomorrow morning. My
letter from there will probably be the
last one for some time.
P, S, My horse, Grub Stake, didn't
look very well this morning. Her tail
was all mussed up and she was
scratched from being bumped about
on the voyage over from Skagway,
but after I curried her she perked up
a bit. Guess she won't mind hitting
the trail over where the wild peas
grow along the banks ot the Shushanbarber-stamped-

forest-covere- d

Ready for Trail to Gold Strike.
last night."
So the tender feet and the cold feet
"sourdoughs" are getting ready to go
back to the states. Some of them are
buBy earning the fare now,
Half an hour after he found that this
w as not the Eldorado where gold uug
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The healing demulcent qualities of
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound are
not duplicated in any other medicine
for coughs and colds. Any substitute
offered you is an inferior article. Refuse to accept it for it can not produce the healing and soothing effect
of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound.
Insist upon the genuine, which con-- ,
tains no opiates. The Capital
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HOTEL ARRIVALS.

'

De Vargas Hotel.

V. F. Johnson, Chicago.
Mrs. A. B. Fall, Three Rivers.
Mrs. M. Everhart, Pueblo, Colo.

S

Miss Powers, Dicator, 111.
Walker, Denver.
M. H. Dodge, Denver.
G. A. C. Bodenhausen, St. Joseph.
F. A. Gels, Espanola.
iy
W. A. Lamb, Denver.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Dowden, Raton.
D. W. W. McCormick, City.
Whipple McCormick, City.
Horace Harper, City.
Miss I. E. French, Denver.
A. C. Voorhees, Raton.
J. Frank Adams, MemphiB, Tenn.
W. M. Freedman, Van Dyck, Ohio.
F. M. Davis, Dixon.
Violet Detwiler, Dixon.
Olga E. Hoff, New York.
Edith Pierson, Minnenaukau, N. D.
W. F. Patterson, Albuquerque.
F. C. Shelhart, Albuquerque.
Mentezuma.
John Brown, Jr., San Bernardino,
;
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Remington
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Plus

Rem i ngt o n
Adding and Subtracting Typewriter
Add ms
Mechiniim)

Remington Typewriter
Company
(Incorporated)
1645 Champa

CAMINETTI

ypewi

or as many columns as the paper will hold;
Which will subtract as easily as it adds, in all or any columns where
adding if done;
Which is a complete billing, tabulating, adding and subtracting
machine all in one;
Which is also a complete auditing machine accurate itself a.,d
exacting accuracy from those who use it, which will detect errors
and prevent errors as well ;
Which establishes a new standard of time and labor saving in every
variety of combined writing and adding work.

(Whl

At top, the sold Btampeders' arrival at Cordova, Alaska, and Capt. Hunter of steamer
Northwestern, who took
them to port safely.
Miss
Elizabeth
en
school
Below,
route to her school at Kodiac, Alaska, after
Boyle,
teacher,
her vacation in the states. She says that she found the ignorance of Alaska in the states remarkable.spending
her if there were any white children to teach in Alaska, and when she told them that there are finePeople asked
teachers In
the school at Kodiac and all the pupils white they were amazed. Kodiac is one of the smaller Alaskan towns

Street, Denver, Colorado.

COLLINS WILL LOCATE
AT CLAYTON,

N. M.

Hugh J. Collins, a prominent attor
ney of Albuquerque, arrived in the
city Friday morning and closed a deal
for the law practice and library of the
late John A. Pace, says the Clayton
News.
Mr. Collins is a staunch Democrat
and
of the Democratic
central committee of Bernalillo county. He was recently appointed as an
attorney in the interior department at
Washington, but has declined the position to take up the practice of law
here. He will remain In the city during the forthcoming term of district
court and will conduct the cases in
which Mr, Pace was to appear.

COUR- T- FIRST PICTURE.

IN
'

F. Drew Caminetti, son of A. Cami-nett- i,
commisioner general of immigration, listening to evidence which
may send him to the penitentiary on
a charge of white slavery. Caminetti
is accused of transporting Lola Nor-ris- ,
20 years old, from Sacramento to
Reno, Nev., for immoral purposes. He

deserted his wife and two children
in order to accompany the Norris
girl.
Caminetti's companion In the elope- ment, Maury I. Diggs, who eloped at
the same time with Marsha Warrington, has already ben convicted.

Cal.
G. S. Roger and wife .
M. P. Chavez and son, San Rafael.
R. P. Zuate, El Paso.

E. V. Tucker, Madrid.
Grace Tucker, Madrid.
Freeman Tucker, Madrid.
M. Kelly, Three Rivers. ,
J. L. G. Swinney, Aztec.
W. N. Bower, Ft. Worth, Texas.
B. A. Nymeyer, Carlsbad.
W. W. Tull, Chicago.
C, S. Bailey, Baltimore, Md.
H, Kaufholz, Kansas City.
.T. L.
Humphreys, Maxwell.
Blanche Humphreys, Maxwell.
Gladys Humphries, Maxwell.
Bessie Humphries, Maxwell.
J. W. Littsell, Maxwell.
'
,T.
A. Farrell, City.
John Schechter, Denver.
W. J. 'Stehle, Albuquerque.
W. M. Tabor, Glorieta.
Louis Rosenbach, Albuquerque.
R. E. Curry, St. Louis.
W. P. Roberts, El Paso.
O. D. Draper, Albuquerque.
C. H. Wlggitt and family.
New Mexican Want
bring results. Try it.
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$100 Reward, $T00.
The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages, and
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure U
the only positive cure now known to
the medical fraternity. Catarrh being
a constitutional disease, requires n
treatment.
Hall's)
constitutional
Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation ot the
and giving the patient
disease,
strength by building up the constitution and assisting nature in doing Us
work. The proprietros have so much
faith in its curative powers that they
offer One Hundred Dollars for any
case that it fails to cure. Send for list
of testimonials.
Address F. J. CHENEY ft CO., To
ledo. Ohio.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
pation.
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BUSINESS PROPERTY on San Francisco
Street. Rents for $185 00 per month.
Cheap, if taken at once.
RESIDENCE (Brick) eight rooms-b- est
of location. Cost owner about $8,000.

FOR SALE

i

I FOR SALE

Will sell for $6,500 if taken within next

10

SELIGIN

ADOLF

DISPLAY

GOODS

DRY

CO.

U

Wednesday, Sept. 3d.

In!

MRS. W. LINDHARDT
125 Palace Ave.

Instead of a recess period for all
the pupils, large and small, It has been
arranged to give the little tots an intermission first and when they return
to the school, to let out those in the
upper grades. This will avoid a clash
where "might is right."

I

Cut Prices in All Departments.
WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

CALL AND SEE US.
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HAVE PURE APPLE CIDER
The De Luxe Business Paper
grade you pay 40c for in
sas City, Kan., is the new assistant at
35c
cans
Zook's drag store. Mr. Calvert is from
WHITE PICKLING VINEGAR
COUPON
Kansas and not Missouri and Mr. Zook
because by comparison you would find
he does not have to "be shown"
says
Co.
HEINZ SPICED
MALT AND
in
Bond
Paper quality-char-acter
not even to dance.
BOND is far beyond the average
state
of
the
S.
engineer's
S.
Carroll,
SALAD VINEGAR.
impressiveness, and all that makes stationery
"TheQualityShop"
force, will leave this evening or tomorrow for the lower PecoB valley,
" PHONIT"
really productive:
where he will look over the field with
the intention of making a hydrograpb-itoday. And see the
Penasco river, a tribspecify
KAUNE & CO, survey theof the
H.
Pecos.
of
utary
Let us show you samples.
difference.
W. G. Kellv of the bond buying firm
-,
of Kelly and Kelly of Kansas City, left 3
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY. AGEN2
this afternoon for a trip to San Diego ivu
N. M.
Santa
Ft,
after a couple of days here during
nn nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn uirE
Safe Qualify.
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furnished.

Bungalow, Completely

Eight-roo-

.

$60.00 per month.

Best of location.

O.C. WATSON & CO.
(C. A. BISHOP, PROP.)
REAL ESTATE,

Phone, 189 J.
:
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
119 San Francisco St.,

.m

JOSEPH

-

j
t

SURETY BONDS.

LOANS,

.,,,

-

Two nicely furnished rooms, Palace Ave.

INSURANCE,

NEW

SEVERAL

FIVE

at

FALL MILLINERY !

The kindergarten had not. only a
quorum to start the year toaay, inn
started out with full numbers. There
HARD WORK
are several applications on file. The
age limit is live years, or those who
will be live years before January 1.
TO Thev are briuht booking
THE BOYS AND GIRLS FLOCK
youngsters
'and displayed genuine enthusiasm this
SCHOOLS, BREAKING ALL RECORDS
,
morning.

Does a General Banking Business.
j

mb

from Kspanola. In the senior class is
a young lady who came all the way
from Denton, Arkansas. The seniors
arn jubilant to have her, for she is
said to be quite accomplished.

PUPILS KNUCKLE
UNITED

PAGE
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B. HAYWARD,

MANAGER,
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-

STOVE? :

: WHY BE BAKED OVER

.

c

I

C. L

L. A. HUGHES,

R.

POLLARD,

President.

Secretary.

J, CRICHT0N,
Manager 4 Treasurer.

-
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THE STAR BARN

'

Lumber and Transfer Co.
(INCORPORATED)

EA.DQ,UA.:Rr:E3:RS

.,,,.

GENERAL LIVERY

PERSONALS

FOB

LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
BuildShingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and
ing Materials of Every Description.

J

JEWELER,

n

111

Stable
get.

stocked.

i

'
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AGENTS

F(trhi:

FAMOUS DAWSON COAL

NEW MEXICO

1

-

TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE

GENERAL

our Business Solicited.
Foot of Montezuma Ave.

Phone 100 and 35 W.

!
ash
For
Buy

And we will show you how much you can save. Especially should you do this with your

Flour

Hay, Grain
and

let us show you. Guaranteed
Give us a trial
and Wholesome.
Clean
Pure,

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Mgr.,

- -

Galisteo and Water Sts.

Phone, Main 250.

DISTRIBUTOR OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUD WEISER IN BOTTLES

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water.
Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
Santa Fe, New Mex.
TELEPHONE 35 J

I
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-

-

1
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SOCORRO, N. M.
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'
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1

j

I
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iHENR Y KRICKe- s-

SCHOOL OF MINES

-

:
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Gris-wol-

v

1

the

HELLO

I s.
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YES, THIS IS

THE

SUMMER EXCURSIONS

CALIFORNIA
AND THE EAST
The Summer Tourist Rates will soon be over,
TAKE ADVANTAGE

OF THE LOW RATES NOW

Los Angeles or

San

San Diego,

Francisco

SUMMER TOURIST
ON SALE DAILY

Chicago

St. Paul
Denver:

.
.
.

New York

IF, YOU BUSINESS MEN

ss

Is Now Here
Pickles is

in the

RATES-EA- ST

Vinegar

(Fac-Sim- il

St. Louis

. .

$47.35

Minneapolis $51.85
Pueblo . . . $16.35
Col.

Springs $18.15

list, 1913.
For particulars regarding above rates, and rates to
many other points, call on or address any
agent of the Santa Fe.
Return Limit, October

H. S. LUTZ Agt.,

Pickling
Reason
of Good

UNTIL SEPTEMBER 30TH.

$51.85
$51.85
$21 10
$78.85

GROCERY

The Secret

$45.55

$55.55

PURE FOOD

SANTA FE, N. M.

that

Modern Grocery

c

S.

Where Prices ar
Far

Bst

JuS

COUPON BOND

--

1

'
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Fishing in its prime. The Pecos River the best trout
stream in the Southwest. The Valley Ranch offers the

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
15.00
12.50

fl.00

Dally, par quarter, by mall
Daily, per quarter, by earrtor
Weekly, six months

(1.25

best accommodations and best location for fishing.

$1.60

I

.50

ft Booklet Free on Request
VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.

THE VALLEY RANCH,
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back in the grind again and to ans- - circumstance to the days you are hav
wer the call of the bell and get down ing then
Life is a good deal what we make It,
to the regular routine after the long
vacation. The day will come, though, anyhow, and whether it is one of hapwhen you will long for the sound of piness or the other thing, rests quite
it. and you will find that the grind largely with the individual,
of the school room Is nothing to that
of the every day work when you have VMAIMf TUP FIMTAPQ
CUI I UIW.
to be making your own way and have tlrlUilVJ I
to be figuring as you never had to
Big Jump.
figure over the books in school.
The problems are a mighty sight
Speaking of the good turns which
so
deserves others like them, it's a
harder. I know you do not think
now, but they are. There will come mighty big jump between them some
times when you will not. have anyitimeB. Clovis Journal,
vacation at all, but will have that nose
Mighty Close,
of yours right down on the grind stone
Maybe what they are having in M exalt the time and you will sigh for the,ico isn't real war, but it is getting
days when you were free to do as you mighty close to what General
for a few weeks dut of the year, (man declared war to be. Raton
and at the Bame time thought that;Range.
No Right Time.
you were playing the part of a veri-- j
table slave.
It haB been suggested that winter
How many of us look back to the 13 the right time of year to wage war
school days now and recognize themlfn Mexico. But there is no right
as the easiest days of our life. They time, if it can be avoided. Roswell
are not, perhaps, the happiest days Record.
as we often hear them called by those
They Don't Know.
who are attempting to philosophize a
A
What fools these mortals be!
little and say something big and man in Pittsburg wants a divorce be'thoughtful.
cause his wife lias been silent for ten
conies
So, when some professor
years. Some people don't know when
along during the year and Superin- they are well off. Socorro Chieftain.
tenueni vvagner mvnu nun iu ,o,b
They Help Out.
'
an(1 lie feia"ds. "P
f',d
San Juan county editors are comhappiest
that you are having
itime of your lives, don't you believe pelled to subsist on what little the
Everyit. The happiest times are when you country hereabouts produces.
have a home of your own, and have day menu includes roasting ears,
the opportunity before you to make it fresh tomatoes, cucumbers, waternew spuds, beans,
just as full of delight as you choose melon, cantaloupe,
and while you may look back some fried chix. peach cobbler. A little
times and think of the days that are rresn truu, mien as prai, jmuu.o,
here now and recall manv pleasures grapes, or peaches, help out some,
connected with these days, you will But in spite of our hardships we will
Aztec Index.
agree with me that they are not a not complain.

OUR PRECISE ARTIST

PHONES:

's

After the Spanish war the nation blamed Secretary Alger for the obviouB
defects of the military organization. Colonel Roosevelt, writing in the
his reminiscences of the war, says that General Alger was made "the
National indifference had perscapegoat for our national shortcomings."
mitted an unworkable and inefficient system to grow up, for which Alger
had to take the blame.
To this the Kansas City Star dissents.
It says by way of comment, "Run down inefficient government, where
you will, and we, the people, are to blame."
is
The Star mav be right, that the blame of some of our
the. people
often placed where it does not belong and the wide shoulders of
are made to hold the burden of the load.
is not
In the case cited bv The Outlook, however, the dissenting opinion
which was
evidence
the
and
situation
the
remember
who
those
sustained by
of the military matters when the
brought to light regarding the conduct
when it was in the field and when
afterward
and
mobilized
was
being
army
were so vigorous and seemingly
beef
provided
the
the complaints against
well sustained.
to put the burden of he
The evidence afterward brought to light failed
on me miu...u.
Wame for any of the shortcomings tliat occurred,
then secretary of war, General Alger.
who had watched his career
Those who knew the man as he was, and
he had won we deserved
where
war
Civil
the
from the days succeeding
post, in the cabinet,
this
assumed
important
he
when
the
time
honors, up to
of any of those shorthave never believed that to him was due the blame was
over and the story
when the war
comings which were so freely charged
the scapegoat and that
of it was written. It. was true that Alger was made
when the question of
there are many still who think of him in that connection
beef is brought
"embalmed
of
matter
the
and
the Spanish war is mentioned
to mind.
and the conNo man in public life, before or since, has had the respect
n acnflc
had
fidence of his fellows as has Gen. Alger, and after be
the
on the altar of spleen and jealousy, those who knew him Sbest, to people
repre-sen- t
United
ate.,
of his own state sent him to the senate of the
had he lived to the
them there and where he would have been today we
sometimes see
one of those that
present time. The attack on Alger is
wolves finally become effective
the
of
howls
the
officials
where
of
case
ta the
and injustice overcomes fairness, and honesty fails.
n
Out-loc-

j

ii
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as

Xs

Irl

1

.

the president of
lilease just says right out that he will showinto he
state of
no consideration at all if he comes
into
that
man
goes
other
like
treated
any
will
be
South Carolina and that he
the law
fractures
in
way
and
any
a
gentleman
does not act like
m
toveorlL.tse'haS been so consistent a follower of the code of ethics

"Governor

the VnnZ St. tea

Ttta priVnt.

aof
P"

without their paying the full and extreme

ThislsThard'joit for the administration to get, just as it has got nicely
the people
started" and was beginning to have the confidence and support of
f
this blight
ln runkhld
rude of Governor IMease to go and place
it was having troubles of its own.
on the ner.om.ntatr.tion at a time when
i
.
o

SOCIAL OPINION.
A REUOLUTION OF
about his
f
man it's
IV

finish," says
just
on
against a
which he is
thA seducer of IiOla Norris, voicing a discovery-

UCU

'nminoni
t
finding intensely
TJ.it thnt isn't the big taCl ill
;

llIUl

v

-

ainwin.M.

lg

limine

SEES IT.

The Deadly Silence,

Tletroit

Free I'ress, expressed it just right
when he wrote the litle poem givou
below. Every man knows just how It
seems, that deadly silence, and what a
sort of sick feeling it gives a man
when lie feels it surrounding him.
This is the way Kdgar C.uesl tells
of it:

Is

after
I

1

12

when

1

flJ"

j

When I have said that I'd be home
At 10 o'clock, and it

arrive,

readily admit

The man who makes a practice of putting his money in the bank saves
the money he would otherwise fritter away.
The old custom of keeping on hand cash to pay bills and expenses Is
largely displaced by drawing checks for the necessary sums. Money deposited with a strong financial institution, such as THE FIRST NATIONAL
BANK, and checked against, in addition to affording safety, saves time,
as you can write out the exact amount required and mail the check, thus
eliminating a personal call.
I
We invite your account.

THE

FIRST

BANK

NATIONAL

OF

CAPITAL. SURPLUS IND PROFITS,

SANTA FE

$242,0110.110.

The Montezuma Hotel
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
central Location.

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.

INSURANCE

ANNOUNCEMENT
MR. HARVEY OATMAN,
Proprietor of the
MONTEZUMA

Has Engaged

BILLIARD

at

a Great Expense,

The Best That Can be Bought I
AT ANY PRICE

MARCUS CATT0N,
Son of

the Famous

"BILLY"

CATTON,

who will manage his billiard par-

EVERYONE WELCOME!

When I have lingered with th boys
Editor New Mexican:
Much later than I said,
j
We have heard a good deal from
And without making any noise
(the male tax payers' side on the
1
want to get in bed,
saloon question, and it might be ilI hear her breathing soft and low
luminating to know how a few of the
And think I ve put it ttirougn,
tl,x oaver's feel about it.
never
she'll
time
j
And say "This
They 0Uglt (0 lave an equal

bilities are destroyed by the, grim necessity of want.
m The comment of the business man
to whom I told the story was: "The
saloons should not sell to a man
like that, and I know some who will!
not sell to a man that has had
jportunity to express themselves, not enough.'
So you see the business man would
And then I drop a shoe.
lonly by voice, but by ballot.
CHARLEY GANN, Prop'r
Perhaps one reason the latter is leave the saloon keeper to decide when
How strangely still the old home is still withheld them, is that the saloon a man has had enough, and make it a
Because she's gone away;
dement knows what the result would virtue to refuse a drunken man more 1
European Plan.
1 wish that she were back again,
be. All women can do is to petition liquor, while selling the same stuff to 1
Meals At All Hours.
a sober man to make him drunk.
and create sentiment.
I wish she's come today.
if Elegant Rooms in Connec-g- j
Now statements of this kind are
That being the case, let us petition
I cannot tell how Btrange it seemed
tion. Steam Heat,
minds
to
the
reduced
are
licenses
when
those
illogical
very
confusing
that
2
To me this morn at
Electric Lights and Baths.
re- - of the "weaker'' sex, who cannot help
to
be
made
an
that
appropriation
When not a word was said to me,
imbuise the families of those men wondering that if the drunkards were
And I had dropped a shoe.
RATES: 50c and 75c PER DAY.
who
spend most of their earnings in once sober men, will not the sober
Who Is The Blame?
241 San Francisco Street.
drunknext
be
the
who
drink
men
of
them
are
There
saloons.
the
plenty
in their
Near S. W. Corner Plaza,
Two little girls, hardly
Is the man who gives him the 2
ards?
the
be
furnished
a
can
list
by
teens, but but to work for low wages
to
Wame
the
than
more
in
work
last
men
in
benevolent
glass
engaged
in the tedium of a cheap shop in Phil-or
city, whenever the city fathers man who gave him the first glass,
adelphia, had a half holiday the other
is It the middle one that causes his
d
downfall?
those
The" let us
The neighbors say they were good'
Is the city that exposes him to
out
funeral
to
work
"ho
have,
wouldn't you he
regirls but flighty-a- nd
a wash tub, in order that temptation for revenue, at all
over
!pPnses
flighty, too if you had to stand a,
ga,oon sponsible for his destruction and the
1q
day and toil in a hot, stuffy room a inuence an ,ea(1 a decent ufe may consequent suffering of his family?
au age when children ought to be athave
If it is, should it not take care of his
,eagt a d(jcent bur)al
P'ay?
Let us petition the city to bui,ld family?
As they came out of their work hH..PR Bnitflhle for drunkards, a kind
Again, why is not the revenue derived from saloons applied on court
plane for the week end rest, an
,of serpentine walk" might be
with two young men sped by
costs, instead of to the school fund?
to ihe
TVio wnmpn Irnrtw Hint
a vision of ease and luxui
nn hrtrtVe Is ft because the comparison would
per cent
tlred kids with feet aching from over-jcabe ouut hjgh enough on the sides, be too palpable? Ninety-fivoi Tiie inmai.es oi uie Buue peimen- V
....... uuu na iuug an .in; Daiuuiin on; i
tiary are there because of the saloon. THE VISIGRAPH TYPEWRITER
romance; no wvuHaino
wide open at each end of it. Afen The prosecution of all these cases and The
Visigraph is the result of 28
As it passed the girls looked up and; are still in the kindergarten class in the maintenance of the penitentiary
years
experience. Contains all the
not
is
ap-tax
the
matters
we
by
must
not
payer,
and
paid
why
civics,
of
smile
push
youth for;
smiled, the innocent
of the Typewriter art
developments
on
revenue
the
from
saloons
the
matters.
in
in
ply
these
education
of'
fast
has.
the fancies that youth
one
jtoo
BeBt in the world. It has
- the
of
cases
in
the
the
us
families
be
prosecution
that
petition
The auto swerved, turned and drew
84 characters with a single
courts caused by the saloons and see
a honeyed voice invited the; Ported, whose parents are in jail for
shift,
light action and unhow
as
are
saloons
the
influence
"rimes
committed
under
the
profitable
just
tired' shop girls to enter for a pleas-limited
be
not
speed; Interchangethis
makers?
Would
Mot
I
was
money
"auor.
telling
long ago
ant ride home. It would have tempt-!able carriage and platens,
business man the sad story of a business?
ed wiser folk. They entered, just forjawoman
rapidly set marginal and colIf the saloons are able to pay the
here, who begged me to buy
a
umn stops. Absolute visia little place, that she might go license, it is because they take it from
.,,
f th
to her own relatives, making the plea the people.
bility and handiness of maWould it not be better
appeared. They took the girls honn
with drop forged
found
nipulation,
l
Qwn ffl heaUh
and at each home told the motlie.- that she made almost the entire living for
bars. It is a durable
type
men
iu
uuiiiu
huu
ucauiii.v
up
icn?
the other mother had consented to Mthe famiIv on a very smaU lot and city, county and state, and educate
and dependable machine.
her daughter go with the other dauh-gucs
thrift ou tUe part of the
Ask for Catalogue or Agents Terms
their
children? By what line of reason
friends for a long ride into the ban( woud have made them wel, off or logic can it be made to look plausTHE SANTA FE TYPEWRITER EXCHANGE
the
to
So
the
country
Dald
two:bllt a8 80on a8 le is
country.
every man ible, that it is neotessary for the
Distributors for New Mexico,
SANTA FE, N. M.
couples went, each mother supposing he meets ia hls friend, and he comes money to be drained through such
the
mother
knew
that Ihe other
youiigj home with his pockets empty, his debauching, bloody, sinful channels as
men and that all was well; and each!moiiey in the saloon till,
the saloon, and house of prostitution
While showing me the chickens, to reach the public treasury. Would
daughter thinking that, since mother
t not the clean
GRAND; ARMY OF
dollar of a sober man,
sanctioned, it must be. ail riglil.
jiabbiU, doves, pigs, fruit and
need to tell the sequel you tables, to which she owed her support paid on a little home or business, go
1 not knowing, the real cause at that as
THE REPUBLIC
far as a
dollar
have already guessed? A sequel of
or 8Uch BtriRt economy, said paid in by a business that has made
shame and bitter tears, of mothers
"f its customer a crazy, drunken
fool,
most insane, of virgin innocence de-- ! thoughtlessly, of the
ANNUAL ENCAMPMENT,
nuvyr uuuiu Mil iiitjee Kciiut; nine who has robbed his family of susten
spoiled, of the public at last knowing
She looked puzzled for a lit- - auce and made them paupers in the
things."
all.
and in her broken way asked if I community and himself a nuisance and CHATTANOOGA, TENN.,
The law Is on its way to p inish tie,
did not like them, If they did not agree a menace?
15-2- 0,
those young men, one of their, mar- with me, then a light breaking over
1913.
We are not mentioning the moral.
ried. The law, however, does little, her, she said "Ah, Senora, I see, it is physical or social
effect of the saloon, To
and
Return
sacrito
Chatanooga
such
can do little,
prevent
tie soft heart. Mine once, too, was no one tries to justify Its existence on
at rate of
fices at most it can do little while soft, but It has grown hard you see these grounds.
It is the financial
greed throws on the streets from stuf- ,' must eat them, or go hungry me question that is juggled with. But
fy workshops thousands of underpaid. and my child. My man is a good man does It pay financially? Does a saloon
little women to when sober, but yes, I know no other pay into a community more than it J Dates of Sale,
overtired,
Sept. 10th to 18th
yearn In unprotected innocence for wav, Senora, but to make hard the takes from It? Will the revenue from Return Limit, by extension.
"
the business foot the bills caused to
cankerous pleasures seductively1 dang 1
1913.
Here Indeed is a concrete illustra- the tax payer by the business? We October 17th,
led before them by human hyenas.
would
effect
of
like
the
of
the
the
tion
demoralizing
Whose is the blame?
plain figures honestly
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
saloon, not only on the patrons, but computed for Santa Fe county.
Not So Hard.
'
Fe, . . New Mexico.
Santa
.
sensi-whose
finer
FEMAUB
A
TAX
on
their families,'
PAYER.
It is pretty tough, I knoi. to be
I

I La Salle Hotel I

fal

FIRE, LIFE,
PLATE GLASS

PARLORS,

lors and instruct those desiring to
learn the game. AH new tables,
new cues, and a quiet, gentlemanly
lounging room for those who cater
to the pastime.

THE FORUM.

try to slip in quietly

And very of I en do,
But when I think she won't wake up
I always drop a shoe.

Take no chances on either
when a small amount will give

you the protection that you
need, and when you do use insurance get the best, as it is
the cheapest, and
ALWAYS SEE

FRANK M. JONES,
Office United States Bank Building
(FIRST FLOOR)

who has purchased the Insurance Business of the L. A.
Harvey Agency. Strong lines,
goodcompanies.good protection
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THE BYSTANDER

AS

THE BLIGHT OF BLEASE.

after a long session of lean years,
Every party that comes into power
the arts of diplomacy and get
for
practicing
the
which
opportunity
during
of things without losing the grip
on
management
the
hold
a
ting
into the swim and catches the drift
generally a bad time until it
and guiding the "..Blntormed
of the science of controlling the fifiWrous
of lea.n ing the
President Wilson is now going through the experience
some tribulation and some bitter
must
expert
he
and
the
of
game
ropes
organization with
and some desertions from the ranks of the
.
which are not in the comr .men tan
the
or
of
party
head
the
poken
Mush of pr.de
any
of
the
recipient
cheeks
the
to
not
do
C
bring
""?hliB these things are recognized as a genera,
most bitte enemy
for In he present instance, yet not the come to it in the
looked
was to be
blow that has
the
for
looked
administration
the present
He has aeceded
filea.se, the governor of South Carolina.
secession of
a part e the regular
one of those denes which have become
proceedings with the voluble and vociferous governor of the original seceding

to spend on trifles which
bring

ney

return.
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WOODY S STAGE LINE
Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered hacks and fooa
teams. Fare S5.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commercial men to take In
the surrounding town. Wire Embudi
station.
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with lectures, club meetings,
stimulate
anything which will, he.p ,o
grown-ups-
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Minnesota expects to

i,

prize
terest in the right use of the soil.
is to he pu
Minnesota s more than 7fl counties there
systematic course of continuous instruction in the science and
how
phHoSiphy o? farm life, with standard crop centers showing the fogies
locked up in books, pamphle s
The Taring of the colleges isn't to be kept
the throats
but is to be shoved by human enthusiasm right down
ri
of the entire rural population.
Minnesota is one of our states wnicn is u.is
fact that in effete Europe three
.
farming goes In this country". But the
and that we need the extra
bushe are grown on an equal area to our one
more pressure, dont
two bushels as badly as any natiou on the map justifies
you think?
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Telephone 194 W., Room
LAUGHLIN BUILDING,

NEW MEXICO
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Harsch's Coyote Springs
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Mineral Water
TRY A DOZEN AND YOU
WILL ORDER MORE I
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A medicine prepared by regular graduated physician of unusual experience in treating woman's diseases carefully adapted
to work in harmony with the most delicate feminine constitution.
All medicine dealers have sold it with satisfaction to customers for the past 40 years. It is now obtainable in liquid or
sugar-coate- d
tablet form at the drug store or send 50one-cestamps for a trial box, to Buffalo.

Long-nickl- e

most Instantly killed at her home
across the Puerte Tuesday evening
by her five year old son. The child
was playing with a 22 caliber rifle under a table and in some way discharged the weapon ,the bullet entering his
mother's body at the base of her neck
severing one of the large arteries.
Gallup Republican.
Got a Shock.
On
Monday the lightning struck
two locust trees in Geo. E. Allen's
yard and gave nearly all the people
around a good shock from the electricWillie Allen and his dog were
ity.
in the corral and the shock knocked
them both down. The Navajo girl who
is working there got a severe shock
while Rev. E. A. Gagle who was stopping there felt the current very sensibly. Mrs. Allen was in the house and
escaped most of the shock, and George
had gone up to Durango. Farmington

INTERESTING
PERSONALITIES.

Buyers Plenty.
local firms who ar"
lying, packing and shipping apples
and ether iruit, four Texas dealers
ii'e here ready to buy everything In
sight, wnile others are expected so.up.
Pecos valley apples seem to be in
demand. The beauty ot it is.
money Is paid for them at this end i f
the line, and no cars are ,eing turned
down. The new packing house of the
Roswell Seed company has been a
busy place all week and buyers are
ready for che fruit as soon as it is
h aded on the cars. Money on delivery
of their products is attractive to the
growers, for there is no waiting ami
no rebates. - Roswell News.
-e

Pilfered a Bike.
A young man giving his name as
M. F. Little came in on the evening
train from the north Saturday evening and Sunday morning the freight
and baggage man, Claude Nelson,
missed his bicycle and at once notified
Constable Gordon who struck out at
once on the trail and found in the lane
leading to the Heights where a wheel
touched the ground occasionally and
on following it up struck the trail
where the wheel had run continuously
on top of the hill. Following the trail
he met Chas. VanAmber who said he
met the wheel man some distance the
other side of the James place about
twelve miles from town. " Gordon then
went to a phone and notified the constable at Monument and the people at
Knowles.
Little showed up at Know-le- s
Sunday night and Gordon was notified and he sent the constable from
Monument to arrest Little, who was
brought to Monument and Monday
Gordon went out with F. H. Marshall
in a car and stopped over night and
brought Little In Tuesday when he
was arranged before Judge Richards
and 'on Nelson testifying that the
wheel was owned by him and was
worth $35 Little was held to await the
action of the grand jury and is at pres
ent boarding with Sheriff Stewart.
Carlsbad Current
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7:30 p. m.
i. A. MASS1E,
H.
SELIGMAN,

For

Secretary.
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N
Sec. 11, T. 8 N R. 14
SW
E., X. M. Mer.
List 110, Serial OJ7G03, Normal
Schools.
Sec. 5, Twp.
SW
N
and S
9 N., R. 13 E., N. M. Mer.
The purpose or this notice Is to allow all persons claiming the land adversely, or desiring to show it to be
mineral in character, an opportunity
to file objections to such location or

I. P. 0. E.

If you have the slightest doubt
that LyilhiK. Pinkham's
Vefreta-- I
hie Compound will hH von, write
to LyriiuK.Pinkhani MedicincCo.
al)tl icoiiMiieimaii i.ynn.niass., tor al- read and answered by a woman,
Very and held in strict confidence,

Santa Fe LodgeNo
460,

B.

P. O.

E.

boldi Its regular
eision on the second
and fourth
Wednesday cf each

selection with the Register and Receiver of the United States Land Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico, and to
establish their interest therein, or the
mincial character thereof.
FRANCISCO DELGVDO,
Register.
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Foley Kidney Pills cure obstinate
cases of kidney and bladder trouble,
and lumbago, because
rheumatism
they remove the cause. You can not
take this honest curative medicine
into your system without getting the
right results. Try them. The Capital
Pharmacy.

.,.

farmer!

Seattle, Sept. 2. Hugh C. Todd,
Democratic state chairman of Washington, is after the senatorial record
of Luke Lea of Tennessee. Luke won
his toga when he was 32. Now Hugh
is after one of those things himself
just announced himself candidate for
U. S. senator
and Hugh is only 30,
Todd is a. lightweight physically
built and looks like a boy. He stump- ed the state last fall and came within
300 votes of getting the Democratic
nomination for governor. Beaten for
the nomination, he put his shoulder to
the wheel for the man who beat him,
was elected state chairman, and swept
Ernest Lister into the gubernatorial
chair, changing an overwhelming normal Republican majority into a Dem
ocratic victory.
Todd is a Progressive
Democrat,
and served with distinction as "the
boy orator of the state" in two sessions of the legislature. He waB
elected at 21, county clerk of Whit
man county, and then was sent to
make laws at Olympia. He was one of
the authors of the initiative, referendum, and recall amendments to the
state constitution.
Todd was born in Washington. He
attended the Washington state college
at Pullman, won a bunch of debate
and oratory medals, and 1b now prac
ticing law here.
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BATHER VANISHES
IN QUEER FASHION

MURDOCH OPENS
A HOT CAMPAIGN
Oakland, Me, Sept. 2. An appeal
to the people of Maine to send a Progressive to congress was made here by
Representative Murdock, of Kansas,
the first
speaker to appear in the congressional campaign
for a successor to the late Congressman Goodwin.
Edward M. Lawrence
is the Progressive candidate.
In hiB speech Mr. Murdock said:
"There is no hope for the nation in
the partisan habit which persists In
a mechanical
from one old
party to the other. There can be no
progress in the profitless trip from
the Republican frying pan into the Democratic fire and back again.
"Every postponement of remedial
designed to correct the judiciary, to
give the people power over their con
stitution to better the condition of
labor, is treason to the Democracy."
see-sa-

Caught Between Car and Shovel.
Three American workmen were
killed at Santa Rita in an accident
that happened about 6:30 Wednesday evening. Two of the men, Whitman and Longickle, were killed outright and Byrd died at the hospital
later in the evening.
The accident was caused by a blast
shooting outward instead of upward Get rid of
the torment of rheumatism
and forcing steam shovel No. 7 which
That you can do by ridding yourself
stood nearby against a coal car between which stood the three unfortu- of the cause. Weak and inactive kidnate men seeking shelter from the neys allow uric acid poisons to remain
in the blood and rheumatic
pains,
falling rock. Longnickle who was
chief machinist for the Chlno Copper swollen and aching joints follow. Take
Co. at Santa Rita, had been called to Foley Kidney Pills to ease you of the
shovel No. 7 to make some repairs. pain and torment They will positive
Whitman was the engineer on the ly and permanently build up the kid
shovel and Byrd the fireman. Some neys, restore their normal action and
blasting was being done in the vicini- keep the uric acid crystals out of the
ty of the shovel and when an ap- tallood and body. Try them. The Capi
'Pharmacy.
proaching blast was announced the
men sought shelter behind the shovel
I
New Keiioan Want Ads always
and between it and a coal car. The
blast, Instead of shooting up, as is bring results. Try it

I I
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WEBSTER'S
NEW

INTERNATIONAL
DICTIONARY

Fireman's Hall.
H. Foreman. R. L. Baca,
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.
I I I I I I I I ITTTTTTTTTTttT
Santa Fe Lodge
No. 2, Knights
of

THE MERRIAM WEBSTER
The Only New unabridged

die-tiona-

in inany years.
Contains the pit h and essence
of an authoritative library.
Covers every field of knowledge. An Encyclopedia ia
single book.
The Only Dictionary with the
New Divided I'age.
2700 Pages.
400,000 Words.
6000 Illustrations. Cost nearly
half a million dollars.
Let us toll you about thi.3 most
remarkable single volume.

meets
Pythias
Second

and
every
Fourth Friday of
the month at 8
o'clock p. m.
Meeting In K.
of P.
Hall over
Kaune's store.

All

e9
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The lawyer does not deny that the
cat had been in the habit of obtaining his meals regualrly in the lunchroom, and therefore had come to regard it as his home.

Adenoids are a Menace to Children
Adenoids result from a succession of
colds in babies and young children.
They spoil the mental and physical
life of a child.
The condition that
causes them may easily be avoided by
careful parents. Quickly and thor
oughly cure all colds and throat, irri
tations by the use of Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound, and adenoids will
not develop. The Capital Pharmacy.

front

Santa Fe Commanflery
POSITION WANTKD-I- ly
young
No. 1, K. T. Regular iIK.tor, company or corporator!
fourth
j
mining camp. Best reference,
day in each month at !1PV(n veum' exnerienee. hnsnital train- Masonic Hall at 7:30
iiig. Address C. S. Skaggs, fll. D No.
p. m.
9 East Poplar St., Ilarrisburg, 111.
WESLEY O. CONNER, JR E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N, M.
Santa Fe Lodge of
July 2S. 1913.
No. 1, 14th
deRepublication.
Acand
Ancient
gree.
Notice is hereby given
that the
of
Scottish
Rite
cepted
State of New Mexico, under and by
Free JIasonry meets on virtue of the Act of Congress approvthe third Monday of each month at ed
June 20th, 1910, has made applica7:30 o'clock in the even lug in the New tion for the
following described, unCathedral.
Visiting Scottish Rite appropriated, unreserved
aud
Masons are cordially invited to attend.
public lands in the State ot
E. C. ABBOTT, 32",
New Mexico:
Venerable Master.
List No. Ill, Serial 017C04, Normal
CHAS. A. WHEELON, Secy.
Schools.

j

AHEAD

Rent

Board in private family if
242 Lower Palace Avenue.

room.
sired.

MOUSER
THE
GETS

Fire Horse Balked.
Last Thursday evening fire practically destroyed the residence of Mrs.
Coulter which is located on the adjoining lot north of the Christian
church. The department was slow in
reaching the fire owing to the fact
that one of the horses slipped and
fell while leaving the station whereupon the other one balked. The
building which had just been vacated
that day was insured for $800 and the
furniture left in the house for $500.
did splendid
The fire department
work after their delayed arrival and
within thirty minutes had the blaze
extinguished. Clovls News.
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scaled by Ahruzzi and (! rail a in
By W. H. ALBURN'.
Chicago, Sept. 2. Dr. Frederick A. Mrs. Workman.
t
' CnnV
HpfnrTn mt.ri tn "nnmo hapli "
j
"They say it is inaccessible.
month.
i have lust talked with the
Vltltlng
enig- well I will climb it. It cannot be go i
brothers are Invitmatic explorer pilloried as "thu world's lard as the pole.
ed
and welcome.
greatest liar" who now appear:! !o be ' And I will make no more mistakes. COSTLY
EDWARD P. DA VIES,
I will take men along who cannot, be
regaining public confidence.
IN
CAFE
Exalted Ruler,
I
Simply, quietly, this big, slow, pa- - bribed to lie. For the final dash
C. H. WILSON.
tient man with pleasant blue eyes and will have three scientists of world
New
A
2.
volunteer
York, Sept.
Secretary.
unconquerable smile, told me of his fume; a topographer, a geologist and
tremendous fight to justify himself in n biologist. 1 have picked one already inouser is likely to cost a restaurant
question will be
the eyes of mankind, of the bold vena Swiss. And I will take their affi- here $10,000. The
Santa
Fe Camp
discussed in the trial of a suit brought
ture that is to be his next step, and davits on the mountain top.
m. w. A.
13&14,
the vast enterprise which he regards
It will take a year. It will cost today against a Junch room by Esther
meets second Tuesson Edmund.
ear-old
as his real life work.
!W,000. I have half the money myself jHM1' for ,llBr
day each month, soHe will win vindication from the, and can get the rest.
according to me complaint, wnue
cial meeting third
11111
was PaunK 1,1 lne lUiCK
American people; he will climb the
"Then will come work less spectacu-0"- 1
at FireTuesday
a
in
restaurant
a
cat
of
,Imich
pursuit
in
mountain
the world; and Ipr, but more worth while
highest
man's Hall. Visit
distur-havwas
natural
enemy
then he will make the immeasurable
creating
"The work of polar explorations
ing neighbors welcome.
resources of the polar regions availnot been put to practical use. ifihance between the floor above and
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul.
able for the use of mankind. That is I can show the way, I will have done:'1"' marb, coln of ,ne Cilfe' witn A. E. P.
ROBINSON, Clerk.
tne
fell
the
result
that
slab
his program.
heavy
Wnrk
and
broke
Hill's
leg.
"When the campaign of defamation
"The vast Arctic regions are swarmCounsel for the lunch concern deF. w.
was at its height," he said, "and my ing with life to within .'AO miles of
Homestead No.
nerves broke under the strain, I went the Pole. Land and sea have almost nies that it was the company's cat
2879, Brother,
away to rest until the lies should wear infinite capacity for ' supplying man that caused all the trouble and in view
of the fact that the monser must have
hood of Amerl- can Yoemen.
belonged to somebody on 'the floor
above, he can't see where the restauMeets second
rant should he held responsible for
and fourth Mon- any injuries that
may have been
days of
caused.
month at

Times-Hustle-

Resides

j

Lodge

j

;

practically the case every time unless
otherwise arranged, shot outward,
forcing the steam shovel back on the
men and crushing them between it and
the coal car. Longnickle and Whit
man were killed instantly and Byrd
was removed to the company hospital
where he died during the night.
The accident caused a great sensation in Santa Rita, where all three
were well known and popular.
was head machinist for the
company, a splendid workman and a
young man of steady habits and popular among his associates.
Whitman
and Byrd were also young men of industrious habits and good workmen.
All were unmarried.
Silver City

Montezuma

No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
KOI! RE.NT--- 3
furnished rooms.
Regular communi- Apply 216 Grant Ave.
cation flrit Monday
of each month at
,,,
house furnish-j.jjlx
,For
Ma.onic Hail
at
jed or unfurnished. Apply to David S.
i.owuzki.
E. R. PAUL, W M.
CHAS. E. LINNEY. Secretary.
FOR SALE Two young ponies for
either riding or driving. Phone Frank
Santa Fe Chapter No McBride, Main 50.
I, R. A. M. Regular
convocation
second
and
horses
port S ALU Two
Monday of each month wagon. An Oliver Typewriter- cheap,
at Masonic Hall at l.v c. Woodford. Citv.
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Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellet regulate and invigorate stomach, liver and bowels. Sugar coated, tiny granules easy to take as candy.

WANTS

MASONIC.

-

Every woman may write fully and confidentially to Dr. Pierce,
Invalids' Hotel and Surgical Institute, Buffalo, N. Y., and may be
sure that her case will receive careful, conscientious, confidential
consideration, and that experienced medical advice will be given
to her absolutely free.

Shot By Baby.
Mrs. Petra Munos was shot and

Yesterday was an ideal day, with a day.
Conditions.
temperature of f2 degrees at 5: ail a.
The barometer is relatively high
m. and ?:! at. 2 p. m. The average re
lative humidity was 60 per cent. There over thc' "PPer Mississippi valley this
were showers in the vicinity but thev i morning, whence the pressure gradu- did not touch Santa Fe to mar the out- ally decreases to an area of low pres
Could Hardly Care for Childoor sports of those who rested on sure over Washington and Oregon, ,i
trough extending thence southeast to
dren
Finds Health in
"Labor" day.
The temperature at S a. m. today Arizona and New Mexico. Much cloudE.
Lydia Pinkham's Vegwas ,r0 in Santa he; in other cities it Iness is present, and showers have oc-curred in western Colorado, Utah, Ne- was as follows:
etable Compound.
Amarillo, 62; Bismarck, 52; Boise, vada, southern California and south-east
remain
Wyoming. Temperatures
54; Cheyenne, 5S; Dodge City, 74; Durango, 48; Flagstaff, 4S; Grand Junc- moderate, although still high in the
Bovina Center, N. Y. " For six years
tion, 62; Helena, 42; Kansas City, 7S; plains country and central valleys. I have not had as good health as I have
1 was very
now.
Lander, 50; Los Angeles, 62; Modena, Conditions favor threatening weather
tonight or
50; Phoenix, 68; Portland, 4S; Pueblo, with local thunderstorms
young when my first
Wednesday.
62; Rapid City, 5C; Roseburg, 41;
baby was born and
my health was very
62; Salt l,ake, 60; San Francisbad after that.
I
co, ;ti Spokane, 46; Tonopah, 60; COTTON CROP CONDITION
was not regular and
68 PER CENT ON AUG. 25.
Winnemucca, 56.
I haa pains in my
Local Data.
Washington, D. C, Sept. 2. The
back and was s o
cotton
condition
of
the
this
date
last
crop
growing
Highest temperature
that I could
poorly
77on
States
the
Tinted
of
year,
August 25,
take care of
hardly
dethe.
was
of
cent
a
6S.2
Lowest temperature this, date last
normal,
per
two children. I
my
year, 50.
partment of agriculture announced at
doctored with sev'
Extreme this date, 41 year record, roon today.
eral doctors but got
Condition by states:
no better.
highest, 89 in 1S79.
They told me there was no
Extreme this date, 41 year record,
Virginia, 80; North Carolina, 7S; help wi chout an operation. I have used
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Comlowest, 46 in 1882.
(South Carolina, 77; Georgia, 76: Flori-da- , Lydia
and it has helped me wonderfully.
Forecast.
81; Alabama, 72; Mississippi, C9; pound
For Santa Fe and vicinity: Threat- Louisiana, ti"; Texas, 64; Arkansas, I do most of my- own work now and take
"
to- - 72; Tennessee, 80; Missouri, 72; Okla-eningT with local thunderstorms
.remedies"J.to all suffering women. yyur
t
45; Caliiorma, 96.
night or Wednesday; warmer tonight, .noma.
Mrs WlLLAnD A Graam Care of
ElsworthTuttle, Bovina Center.N.Y.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable ComHE IS ON pound, made from native roots and
CAN DOCTOR COOK "COME
herb3, contains no narcotics or harmful
drugs, and today holds the record of
being the most successful remedy we
WAY, WITH TWO TREMENDOUS JOBS
know for woman's ills. If you need such
a medicine why don't you try it ?
j

"THE ONE REMEDY"

ChiU Dies From Bite.
son of Mr. and Mrs.
The
L. Gardelka, of Gardiner, was bitten
three times, the first of the week, by
a large rattlesnake, from the effects
of which the little boy died a few
hours later. Everything possible was
done to relieve the little sufferer, but
to no avail. Katon Range.

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

MOTHER
SO POORLY

For those ills peculiar to women Dr. Pierce
recommends his "Favorite Prescription" as

nt

ED

For Xew Mexico:
Generally fair
south portion, local thunder showers
in north portion tonight, or Wednes-

THE WEATHER

To Women--

--
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visiting!

Knights are most
cordially invited.
H. F. STEPHENS, C. C.
a
REIXGARDT, K. of R. and S.
I
j

i

A.

FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
Lodge No. 259, holds its regular
Benton Harbor, Mich., Sept. 2. Life- - meeting on the first Thursday of each
savers Friday spent several hours month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m.
Visiting brothers are Invited and weldragging the lake in an effort to find come.
ithe body of C. W. McLain; traveling
BENITO ALARID, President
salesman of Humbolt, Kan., whose
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
disappearance is a mystery.
McLain obtained a bathing suit at
ODD
FELLOWS,
Silver beach, rented a room and supNo. 2, I. O. O. F.
posedly went for a swim. Not until
Santa Fe Lodgt
the room was found locked after the
meets
regularly
beach had closed was Mclain missed.
The room was entered and his clothes every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
In Odd Fellows Hull. Visiting brothwith fur, food, oil and leather.
found.
ers always welcome.
"The seals, whales, bears, musk ox,
A peculiar part of the caso is that
walrus and narwhals, the fishes and the life guard at the beach reported
the birds, should be fostered for our nothing unusual. While the Jake is
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
une. Species nearly extinct should be
leing dragged the officri offer the
replenished.
theory that McLain took :h m?as
"Northern islands offer boundless 10 disappear, hoping to fi.v the im
ATTORNEYS ATLAW.
of
opportunities for the cultivation
tha1 he had b"en drowned.
this wild life under human control.
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
Polar bears may be reared almost as
THINK OF IT
City Attorney.
eatily as cattle are. The musk ox
Capital City Bank Building,
may provide food, leather and
oil 30,000 Persons Publicly Recommend
Koome
when our western herds have disap
Our Remedy.
Some are Santa Fe
Santa Fe, New llezleo
peared.
People.
"The Antarctic lacks hears, musk
Over one hundred thousand have
G. W. PRICHARD,
oxen and other northern
species. 1 recommended Doan's Kidney Pills,
Attorney and Counsetlor-at-Law- ,
v ould transplant them and they would
For backache, kidney, urinary Ills,
Practices In all the District Courti
flourish there. I would bring the pen- Thirty thousand signed testimon
and gives special attention to case
Iguir, to the Arctic to furnish food and ials.
oil aB the seal does.
Are appearing now in public print, before the State Supreme Court
"A general interchange of life would
Some of them are Santa Fe people. Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M
Some are published in Santa Fe.
populate icy wastes and create limit. Chas. ft. Easley
No other remedy shows such proof. Chas. F. Easley,
less food and wealth. That would be
.
EASLEY A EA'iLEY,
conservation on a
Follow tbis Santa Fe man 8 ex
"A sort of Noah's ark would
aw.
be ample.
Attorneys-a- t
needed to transfer
Practice in the Courts and Defer
Henry Geier, 317 San Francisco St.,
polar animals
across the equator. You smile. Very Santa Fe, New Mexico, says: "It Land Department
must be nearly fifteen years since I
well! Let us build a Noah's ark."
Land granta and titles examine.
first used Doan's Kidney Pills. I suf- Santa Fe, N. it., kronen Office, Kst
Mountain Climbing Records.
The Duke of the Abruzzi holds the fered a great deal from pains in my
cia, N. M.
world's record for mountaineering. In back and side. The pains were po
1909 he climbed to a height of 24.600 bad at times
that I could hardly
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
feet on Bride Peak mountain in the stand them. I had headches, too and
Dentist
I
were
in
bad
my
shape.
Himalayas.
kidneys
Ot? Spits Jewelry Stora. ...
W. W. Graham, an Englishman, in good for these ailments and began
Room l, i ni I.
Mt. using them. They were just what I
1884, climbed to the summit of
Gabni in the Himalayas, near Mt. heard that Doan's Kidney Pills were Phone Red 6.
Office Houri I i. n. U I
a.
needed.
After I used one box, my
Everest, a height of 23.SOO feet.
And br Appointment
Mrs. Fannie B. Workman, an Am- kidneys were strengthened
and the
erican woman, climbed Mt. Nhin Kun backache was cured. I felt better in
laoA
In Ihn Ulmolavaa
In ' every way. Since then, I have used
9?
Facing a Serious Proposition
The man or woman who has kidney
1906.
a few doses of Doan's Kidney Pills
Mt. Aconcagua, in the Andes. 23,082 off and on and they have kept me trouble is facing a serious proposition,
where grave complications readily fol
feet was climbed in 1897 by S. Vines, free from kidney complaint."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 low neglect Foley Kidney Pills are
an Englishman, and Mattias Zurbrig-gen- ,
cents.
a Swiss.
Buffalo, an honest curative medicine that once
Co.,
Mt. McKInley, in Alaska, the high- New York, sole agents for the United taken into your system mean restored
kidneys and bladder action, and a re- est mountain in North America, whose States.
Remember the name Doan's and turn of health and strength. The Capl- assension by Dr. Cook has been questal Pharmacy.
take no other.
tioned, is only 20,484 feet high.
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DR. COOK'S
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themselves out. Then I came back to
prove my case.
"The battle was harder than I ex
pected. It has taken nearly three years
of my life. But now it is almost won.
"I went to the people. Day after
day, month after month, I have traveled back and forth and up and down
the United States patiently telling my
scory. At first my audiences were
small. Now they pack the Chautauqua
halls. In three years I have spoken
to 3,000,000 people. Among all classes
I have hosts of friends who believe in
me.
We are going to ask congress to
name a commission of Inquiry to determine my claims for the honor of
America. Let them appoint scien- t'stfl And pVTilnporo nn
vhnm
T will ha nnHaffo1
"Then will come something worth
while. I am tired of lecturing. I
nust get Into the open again. I am in
the prime of life, mentally and physically stronger than ever and ready
to grapple with the biggest exploring
job left in the world.
'Mount Everest, at the apex of the
Himalayas, between India and Thibet,
9,000 feet high, the biggest of all
riiountalns, has never been climbed.
It towers far above the tall peaks

world-scale-

mn-tto-

!

r

Foster-Milbur-

Effective January

1st,

191

J.

Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to con
nect with No. 3 westbound and
No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
passenger to Albu
querque, locally, and to Pacific
Coast points.
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to con
nect with No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
"Cut-of- f
with
Albuquerque
train for Clovls and v'ecoa Valley points.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe f:05 p.
No. 3 carries

m.

Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to connect with No. 7 westbound carrying El Paso sleeper, alao No.
4 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 1:35 p.
m.

Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to connect with No. 8 eastbounel, and
No. 9 westbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe It: 38
a. m.
Leave

n

Call Central" forTraln
Reports.

I
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back on left foot; forward on right;
HATS
step back on left; dip back on right; NEW
step forward on left; dip forward on
right. Then Boston four bars. Then
IN SATIM AND WHITE FELT
do the Hampton dance and wind up
MANY
with the Boston. To do the dip graceThey are Swell, at
fully, practice the Battle Creek knee
Stolen Horses Recovered.
Charter Amended.
few hundred times each morna
bend
The Rocky Mountain Supply comMounted Policeman Gus Hunter has
Auto Delivery Every ilourl
Auto Delivery Every Hour I
pany of Cimarron, D. B. Cole aRnt, returned from a trip to Sandoval, IJer-- THE RIFLEMEN AT CAMP PERRY ing before breakfast.
Wanted, a good cook. Mrs. A. S.
has filed an anieiidiiiput to Ms charter nalillo
and Torrance counties, where
ECLIPSED MANY OF THE GREAT Brookes, 122 Grant Ave.
Another car of that famoui EMPRESS FLOUR. The best money
whereby its uutphhps its capital stock in
will ouy, try it. A coupon packed In every sack good for valuable
company with I). Houinsoti, deputy
FOR RENT Five room modern
from $100,000 to $(10,000.
SHOTS OF NEW ENGLANO AND
sheriff of Torrance county, he wan
f
premiums, and besides this we are going to give to the boy or girl unblocks from
house one and
siiccesf fill in recovering 15 head of;
der 15 years of age, who collects the most of these coupons up to
B. Hayward.
Named as Delegates.
CONDITHE
WEATHER
SOUTH.
Joseph
plaza.
September 15th a $30.00 bicycle and to the next highest a watch-BoyF. A. Jones of Socorro, and ('has. T. stolen horses, which were identified1
0UTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
Dispute Over Road to Cliffs Can
and girls get busy.
TIONS IDEAL, SAYS CAPT. KING.
Kirk of Albuquerque, have been ap- by their owners, while 'M additional
your mother and your neighbors to
one motor from Santa Fe to the faot
awaitconfined
Estanciaare
use EMPRESS FLOUR.
head
a
McDonald
pointed by Governor
mous cliff dwellings without passing
delegates to the convention of geolo- - ins identification by their owners. 1 he
over
Buckman hill? "Yes," declares HUSBAND, ARRESTED BY
in
34th
Mexico
was
New
AJthough
W.
R.
w
were
will
from
recovered
horses
hich
iriats and minine encineers
Arthur
rifle
at
WIFE, SWALOWS POISON
the
national
match
Seligman, chairman of the
Camp
at
found
were
of
19
Texas, and
convene at Knoxville, Tenn., Sept.
Phillips,
outboard and an enthusiastic
road
this
county
state's
howsharpshooters
Perry,
Antelope Springs. Mr. Phillips,
4
of motorist. "No," says Engineer John
Steamboat Spring, Colo., Sept. 2.
Water Application Filed.
ever, had a bill of sale for them, show- shone some of the famous shots
He Geo Mittendorf, 45, committed
suicide
John G. Gaiser of Tacotna, Wash., ing that he had paid $104 for the 15 N'ew England and of the south. This H. Walker, with much emphasis.
has filed a water application with the head. He was traveling overland back was ascertained this morning when is also a motorist and has done much at his home early yesterday, immeL.
returned
Mexico.
Norman
New
of
in
this
King,
surveying
part
diately after his release from jail,
state engineer. He asks for one cubic tn Totae ant litiil hnili'llt tllPTYl JtR nil Captain
scene of action, bringing the So a meeting has been arranged for where he had been committed on a
foot a second from Seven Mile draw investment he declares. The horses fioni the
BsVBMs
score.
otiicial
this afternoon to allow the discussion
charge filed by his wife.
in Chaves county for the irrigation of belonged to several native farmers
about 25 acres.
and ranchers in the neighborhood of tT. Oregon headed the states, but the j tc proceed. "I do not believe any- - Upon his release, he is said to have
S. cavalry lead with a total score thing is impossible," said :ur. seng- made threats to kill his wife, who had,
La Jara, Sandoval county. The au2675 points. New Mexico's total was man.
Jess Day Pardoned.
"People told me l could not in the meantime, filed suit for divorce
are on the trail of the man of
thorities
ruotor to Taos. 1 did."
against him. Upon his arrival home,
Governor Wm. C. McDonald has is- who sold the horses to Phillips, and 2372.
New Mexico beat North Dakota,
sued a conditional pardon to Jess his detention is looked for today.
You never go wrong in placing your however, he found the place deserted
Day of Chaves county. Day was senMinnesota, Missouri, Connecticut, Ten- - fish order with the Modern market, ud wrote a note declaring he could
tenced for a year to 18 months, and
nessee, Vermont, Oklahoma. North phone 262, Frank Mourer, proprietor. not bear the disgrace attendant upon
his arrest and his wife's suit. He took
was almost eligible for parole. His
"Carolina, Kentucky, South Carolina
Any kind of nursing bottle you want
land Virginia. Strange to say, the fam- - nipples of all styles, brushes, baby poison.
conduct has been excellent and his
ous state of Virginia came in last.
mother was dying, so he was released
foods, talcum powders and the most
conditional upon his good behavior,
to MELROSE GOES DRY
New York, Sept. 2. Influential fac- "The weather was splendid," said careful prescription department
he
that
and with the understanding
AT SPECIAL ELECTION.
tors which were ignored in the sharp .Mr. King, "and all of the riflemen were help baby when ill. Zook's.
ofto
the
parole
report once a month
Three Dances Last Night The
opening rise became operative later much pleased with the way the anficer of the state.
and speculation took on a heavy tone, nnal event was conducted."
Melrose, N. M., Sept. 2. The prohispectacle of three dances all in full
The impairment of bank reserve
Cci F c Abbott is expected home swing at the same time withing a few bition election passed off very quietly
Sues Insurance Company.
shown In Saturday's statement, and from Camp Perry tonight or tomor- - yards of one another was seen short- last Saturday. Up to the day of elecThe suit of Robert L. Miller, plain- the prolonged uncertainty regarding row.
ly after nine o'clock last night. They tion there was a great rallying of
tiff, vs. The Pacific Mutual Life In- Mexican affairs served to check bull
were in honor of "Labor Day" and forces on both sides. The prohibisurance company, on a transcript of ish operations. Stocks of railroads
were staged at the Santa Fe club, the tionists won 35 to 6. This is the secf
ond town along the
to go dry
removal from Chaves county, was traversing the southwest were affectLibrary hall and the armory. A num- in
last
month.
Taiban
the
filed. This is a suit for $22,100 dam- ed by reports of continued high temhaving
friendB
held
of
and
their
clubmen
ber
the
peratures.
gone dry a few weeks ago. It is said
ages, the plaintiff alleging that
the
club
at
dance
"informal"
an
Winter
and
of
Fall
A
Line
Nobby
the prohibitionists that elections
Weakness of eastern trunk line
company had agreed to make a loan of
Miss Test's dance was given at by
and overcoats at Muralter's
will be called in several other towns
$25,000 so that he could finish a hotel stocks reflected in part the conversion suitings
attend
a
hall
and
the
largely
patbeautiful
Library
A
of
assortment
in this part of the state in the near
large
In Roswell, but that the loan was not by the New York Central and Penntern hats will be displayed tomorrow ed function was that at the armory, ' future
forthcoming, f ie prays damages of sylvania of large gains in gross earn- at Mrs.
orcnestra
tor
namirez
the
music
Dy
W. Lindhardt's,
$2H,0il0 and $2100 for rent he Is alleg-- ings to losses in net. Traders utilized
was inspiring and the floor was glassy.
the opening bulge to distribute stockB
GOLDEN STATE LIMITED
fou will find many good smokes in
ed to have paid.
and except in instances where the rise our cigar case. No trouble to select The attendance at the armory was
NO ONE HURT
DITCHED
was unusually wide, the subsequent the particular size, shape and shade large. A feature of the armory dance
Floris, la., Sept. 2. The Golden
Shooting Quail Out of Season.
was the huge sign "No Ragging" State limited, southbound
Fri- vou like.
under
list
the
movement
carried
Zook's.
on the Rock
A telegram from Tony Ortiz, depwas changed very late in the Island
day's close. Steel showed a net loss
railroad, consisting of seven
California head lettuce. 3 for 25c acwhich
uty game warden at Albuquerque last of a point.
word
"No"
the
to
In
Hardware.
evening
"Ragging,"
Everything
Pullmans, was derailed early today
C. de
Andrews.
night to Game Warden Trinidad
been tucked under. There was near here. No one was injured.
Bonds were easy.
Council
The city council will having
told of the arrest at Albuquer'
City
Baca,
and
incident
amusement
at
much
this
W. H. WICKHAM
LUDWIU WM. ILFELD.
The market responded to some meet
tonight at the court house, with
que of F. V. Lanham and F. A. Doran. short
of
covering with an average re- Mayor lxpez presiding. The question also at the request made by one of the
charged with shooting quail out
ushers of "Do not rag please," while a
into dullof sewers and paving will be a strikseason. The arrests were made upon cover of half a point, but fell
workcouple
performed gracefully the hesilist
the
Later
on
the
ness
rally.
feature of the session.
telegram from Deputy Game Warden ed
tation waltz. "And what do you think
to near the lowest on the ing
back
that
who
new.
made
of
old
iron
alleges
Have
Roswell,
that
Rainbolt,
of calliiig this a rag?" was the peeved
and
& Ervien.
the shooting was done in Chaves coun- stiffening of time money rates,
LARCEST VARIETY
expression of the waltzers who at FINEST QUALITY
the filing of the government's suit Gnagey
court
Probate Court The probate
ty
once joined the army of raggers
the
at
began a session this morning
MisIncreased county court house. Routine business whose slogan is: "The Itag is
The close was steady.
In U. S District Court
understood."
offset
was
session
next
of Atchison
by signs was transacted.
At the
A number of suits were filed in the selling
' Going To The Dance? From indiot
Only the court will likely take up the matter
improvement elsewhere.
V. S. district "court by the Santa Fe
were of appointing an executor to replace cations the Elks dance tonight prom- lowest
the
from
recoveries
slight
who
lailroad against various people,
the list ending with prices most- Julius Staab who died in Europe. Mr.
are charged with owing the railroad made,
Staab was one of the executors of his novelty, anything ever put on by that
well below Friday's close.
Sola Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
n oney for freight or for transporta- ly
the ban plac-father's estate.
popular body. To
in alleged violation of the interGood home cooking, quick service ed on the "rag" the committee has ar- All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages tion,
ALFALFA SEED.
state commerce law.
OLD STYLE STILL
at the Plaza Cafe.
ranged with the Elks orchestra to inA.
Book on Climate Is there a book on troduce something new in the dance
Among the defendants are J.
CHICAGO
FOUND
(N
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
of
climate Santa Fe's climate? This line, which is strictly within the lines
I.atta, of Clovis; John R. Etanly,
was a question asked the Santa Fe of a clean exposition of the true
Dexter, (three suits); Mrs. S. G. John"CUT EDGE" the only ladies' aiioe dressing Unit
moonChicago, Sept. 2. A real old
positively contains Oil. Blacks and i'olwhe-- t Indie'
chamber of commerce this morning terpsichorean art, and it will bo
son, of Roswell, (on a railroad ticket):
and children'H hoot a and alines, shines without rubMelissa J. Faggard and William M. shine still was found in South Chica- and shows the interest that will be
out strictly. The committee bing, aw. "FRENCH GLOSS," 10c
Guards Druminond and manifested in C. E. Linney's report on
combination tor cleaning and polishing
of the serv- alt"DANDY"
Faggard, and the Roswell Gas and go by Revenue
kinUeof russet or tan shoes, 26c. "STAR" eisee, 10c.
Officer Smith of the atmospheric conditions of this re- also has taken full charge
Harris
and
Special
Electric company.
intermisof
WHITE" (in liquid form with sponge) quickluncheon
the
"QUICK
ing
during
the department of internal revenue. gion. Santa Fe's climate is worthy of
cleans tind whitens
canvas shoes. lt)e.&ii.ir.
sion, and with the floor in perfect con- ly "ALBO" cleans anddirtywhitens
The still was located in the house of a book. Who will write it?
BUCK, NUBUCK.
SUEDfc.
State Supreme Court.
all
mid
CANVAS
SHOES.
In round while rtikes
The liquor manufaca Hungarian.
INSURE WITH HAYWARD AND dition, harmony prevailing among
i n zinc boxes, with
luc. In
packed
sponge,
the
the
weather
In"Tne supreme court yesterday, tured was grape brandy. The revenue BE
factions, and
perfect,
large aluminum boxes, with sponge, 25c.
SURE.
Jwn not keep the kind yon wunt.si'nrt ub
should worry" phrase may well be IfMkrttirdvttlt,r
cases Nos. 1553 and 1354 both entitled men said the circumstances surround
our display of Fall Millinery
Visit
prion in otittiip! for full niiw packairo. ehurifen mid.
er ing ,the case were extenuating, and reto all. Don't forget to be there
the City of Tucumcan vs. D. A.
WftmTMORE BROS. & CO.,
Wednesday, September 3d. Mrs. W. applied
Albany Street, Cam bridge, Mas.
before the grand opening at 9 p. m.
more were argued and submitted. No. fused to arrest the operator or to give Lindhardt, 125 Palace avenue.
The Oldest ami lamest Matin far hirers 0
1530 was reset for September 15th; out his name, although his distilling
Shoe Pvlishi's in the World.
and On with the dance!
Hazel
Witch
Zook's
Benzoin,
this is a case from Taos county en-- apparatus was confiscated together Umond Cream are fine for sunburn
titled Wm. Fraser vs. the State Sav- with seven jugs of brandy containing and windburn. Take a bottle with yo,i
1547, 1500, thirty gallons.
on your vacation.
ings bank. Nos. 157T.
on
Col. L. G. NuU, in charge of the reT
15G2, 1509, 15fl3 and 18(11 submitted
$
Putting in the Trails Any one who
oi
venue department in Chicago, said the has ridden around this city knows the
motions to quash, etc. The deaths
'Judge Alford W. Cooley, Hon. Julius man had made the monshine brandy inestimable value of trails mountain
trails, whether they be for the lonejstaab and Hon. John A Pace were for his own use.
"He had made brandy in his own some pine or not. Draftsmen are
suggested to the court, whereupon
proper committees on resolutions were country without interference, Col. busy today in drawing these trails on
appointed with instructions to report Nutt said. "He did not appear to un- the big Santa Fe county map which is
of commerce
bv the time of the November session, derstand the law on spirits in this over at the chamber
THE CLARENDON GARDEN
and the court adjourned for the day country, but when informed his opera- rooms. When completed the map will
Phone 12.
out of respect to the memory of the tions were illegal, agreed to pay the be photographed and a line cut may
use
of
be
the
for
to
made
fine
everybody.
usual
and
desist
from
making
deceased members of the bar.
Just Received our Fall line of
spirits in future. We therefore deta
cided to let the case go without ar- ladies' suits, coats and skirts. Prices
New Bank Incorporates.
resting the man. His still and coil moderate. Fit guaranteed. Call ar-iThe New Mexico state bank has filed were home made.
He used a copper Inspect samples. Muralter, the tailor.
Wanted fifty men for board and
incorporation papers with the state boiler to heat his grape mash and did
corporation commission. It will be it over the basement gas range in his room. Six dollars per week. Plaza
:
The
Man
located at San Antonio, N. M., and will house."
Cafe.
Be it for "Choring," "Fishing," "Camping or Prowling" the REMODERN AND
be a bank of discount and deposit. Con-taThose 40,000 Envelopes There mayfi
i j.',vJ
tout"
LIABLE HARDWARE STORE have made It one of their duties i
N. Hilton, late a member of the BANK
be a few people sniffing at the Idea
PRESIDENT
REPLIES
ALWAYS
Life to supply the early risers of this community with the very best
state legislature from Socorro county,
TO CHARGE OF SENATOR. of printing 40,000 illustrated envelopes
will be the cashier and statutory
and most
showing the sights and advantages of
thing ir the Lantern line. They handle the kind
LARGE LOBBY
that gives steady, bright light, Is easy to light, clean, rewick and
Santa Fe but the merchants and boostagent for the new bank. There are
New York, Sept. 2. Answering the ers of Santa Fe are
80 stockholders who among them have
does not blow out rn the gale, smoke nor leak.
thoroughly pleased
AND VERANDAS
subscribed for the entire capital charge made by United States Sena- at the idea. K. M. Chapman is to do
All the way from SOc to $2.50.
tor Owen that a propogantla against the work of
stock of the bank amounting to
drawing the designs and
By the way do you need anything for the Stable? Salt Bricks for
The directors are A. H. Hilton, the currency bill was being led by the the merchants and boosters will pay
j! COMFORTABLE PORCH
your Horses and Cows.
SWINGS and ROCKERS
holding 20 shares, C. B. Allaire, 10 NationalA. City bank of New York, the bills by taking a large number of
Remember it pays to get It at
Vanderlip, president of the the illustrated "jackets."
shares, R. B. Sutton, 15 shares. Max Frank
B
. Service and Cuisine
Montoya 15 shares, Melecio Apodaca bank, said last night:
Something New Bargain counter
tto!': 3 t.h RMt in th f !if.v
15 shares, all of San Antonio. E. G.
"We are not leading in any move- in a grocery. Watch it. Come in and
My
flral
ST
Ample facilities forlarge
Hills of Carthage, 10 shares and Ju-- ! ment to kill the currency bill, but I see, it will be changed every morning.
ana small oanquets. j
lius Compredon of Socorro, 4 shares. consider any move for the purpose of The economical housewife can save
N.
Other stockholders include Conrad
bettering legislation a wise and pa- dollars every month at Andrews.
Hilton, H. O. Bursum, H. M. Daugher-jty- , triotic thing. It is all moonshine about
The N. Y. Hesitation Waltz In
C. C. Clarke, E. A.
Drake and a propoganda to defeat the bill. I view of the popularity of the liesita-tioAl-! want to see financial
AMERICAN PLAN
others scattered all the way from
legislation effectwaltz (mistaken by some for
SPECIAL RATES
Room With Bath, $3.00 Up.
buquerque on the north to Cuchillo on ed. This bill has some correct princi- "ragging") which is taking the place
BY THE WEEK
the west, and Canutillo, Texas, on the ples, but it must be changed accord- of the old fashioned waltz, the followRoom Without Bath. S2.25 Up.
south.
ing to the lines suggested at Chicago." ing retiipe may be of interest: Balance
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Grocery, Bakery and Market.

"The milliner"

MISSA. MUGLER
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Phone No.4
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WALL STREET.

We have the Nobbiest Decorative
Iron Fences Gates and Railings.

-

LET US FIGURE

LOCAL ITEMS.

cut-of-

on your wants. Our prices are right.

pax-lor-

j

Santa Fe Hardware & Supply

Co.

WM emom

RETAIL

AND

WHOLESALE

rr jSHoe Polishes

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes

agaiiiBt-Reading-

.

and Salt.

off-s-

if

1

LEO HERSCH n7s

20-2- 6

I

H

A TTtf

7

NOW!

Hardware

Apples and
Crab Apples

Always Stop at the Ancient City's Pride,

Says

n

d

$30,-00-

The Reliable Hardware Store,

Home.

HOTEL DE VARGAS

n

Are You Interested in a Guaranteed Investment ?
r?
II
y
A few

years ago any residence lot in this city could have been

Such an opportunity to secure a fine lot close in and at a price
that we can all afford will not be had again for many a day. Only
a few of the lots closest in and on the new water main remain to
be sold- - sPecial Prlces sPeclaI terms- - selected patrons, time pay-abo- ut
avenue, al- ments, no interest, no taxes, beautiful,
leys, magnificent vista, street straight, houses straight, sidewalks
and shade trees straight. Still, we will have in Its truest sense,

bought for two hundred dollars. Recently these same lots sold for
from$600 to$I 250
fewdaysago a certain business

has been here for thirty years, and has paid for the property he oc- cupied several times over in rentals, bought the place, but paid
four times more than he could have got it for at the outset.
citizens have READ THE CARDS and
Many of our
lots on Don Diego Heights and are
beautiful
residence
purchased
now planning to build themselves homes on this splendid, well- planned avenue, all of which will be on the NEW OLD SANTA FE PLAN.
far-seei- ng

A SMALL PAYMENT DOWN

AND

$10

A MONTH

YOU IN AS YOUR OWN LANDLORD.

WILL START

SEE AT ONCE
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HE NEW OLD SANTA Fb PLAN.
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OFFICE OF O. C.WATSON & CO.
Telephone 189 J.
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